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ABSTRACT
This curriculum kit contains 115 separate activity

cards with description s of different art-activities that can be
integrated into the elementary school"curricUlum. Teachers may use
these cards to select an art project 'and usejt.to:involve students
in other curriculum areas,. or teachers may select a skill, topic, or

.subject,area which -needs reinforcement and find appropriate art
activities to meet Mass needs. Art projects included in the kit were
selected because they'were adaptable to many classroom situations,'
involved readily-available materials and-have worked for other
teachers-. Each art'pr6ject, explained on a card, provides: fl)
retters to indicate the areas of curriculum integration; (2)
appropriate grade level; (3) a0prokimate,time- needed ;'.(4)
appropriateness for entire class, sMall group, Apr individual; '(5)
materials used; (6) description of,steps involved; (7) evaluation;
(8) enrichment activities; and (9) motivational techniques. The kit
includes both-a project index and skill/topic index as well as a
bibliography. ItIMKY
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-
__INTEGRATING-ART WITHTHE CURRICULUM AREAS KIT has been
prepared by the New York City Teacher Centers Consortium

'to promote the sharing of successful teaching practices
within and among schools. The-materlal contained in this
kit was:written by New York. City teachers in response toe
the expressed requests by teachers for teacher developed
and.teacher tested curriculum resources. The instruct-
ronal activities and strategies presented within have
been tried out by teachers in classrooms and have been
found to be effective in meeting the educational needs
of students.

One primary purpose of the Consortium's Instructional
Information Center is to Insure the multiplier effect
of successful teaching practices by identifying and
digseminating products developed by teachers. Teachers
are invited to submit innovative instructional curriculum
materialswhgch have been found, to enhance the learning
potential of students.

Myrna Cooper
-Director-

"The contents of this publication were developed with'
financial assistance, from the United Staies'Offide.of
Education, Department of Health, Educatioh and Welfare.
However, those .contents do not-necessarily-represent
the position or` policy of that agency and a fader
should not ihfer 'endorsement by-the-Federal Government."

The NeW:York City Teacher Centers Consortiurivtioes not,
_.

gra:note:6r pr6fitfrom thefale ef'any-demmerclal
-prodUct6 that:May ba'osSociated with the material-6r

. . ....

-PrOgraln--deseribe& herein. - , --_-. '-- : _
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this unit is to facilitate the integration of art
activities with the other curriculum areas.

The art projects included in this kit were- selected by us -for several.'
reasons

2

IllWe found them,adaptabO, to many clats-situat ons
pace limitat;oni, timelimitations).

They involve materials which are readily y: ava

40They.have worked for us

The art projects are explained on c&rdt. Each card
following infermat idn:

SLetters to indicate the ,areas.of turTiou

Math -. Science S

(abi 1 i es, group

provides the

Um integration:

$ocii4:Studiei. S

Readinc

Reading g Readiness FOR'

ApprOpriate -grade level
WAPProximate time*

.
4,Appropriate for whole class-, small -g
- Unless indicated, the projed may be
-Materials -- What :is used? .

APPlethod What is dole?
Evaluatibn What .s produced?

bup or individual nstruction
done on child's desk

Enrichment -; How -can .the*prOject be 'adapted to various- levels,
(expanded or simplified? How can the project be used as 'a
reinforcement of ,skills3 -How can it be used as a motivation?

4,Motivation-imcluded occasionally to get the projeCt going

The cardi may be used in two ways:

The teachet may seledt an -art .project and use
to become involved in other curriculum areas.
INDEX).

Or-The- teacher may select ski 11 topic ;or subject--,area which needs'
reinforcement _and find.appropriate art activitiesto meet the

-
:needs. of his class See sicuLL/Topic , UNDEx

, , : .

A. iography 'is- also inc

Phyllis: Shut
Karen :Sachs

New York pity Teacher nters Consortium
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30.

31-
32.

T INDEX r.

HANGING
S,SS
MAKE A- BOOK -R,W,M,S
MAKE A SEWN ROOK R,W M, SS

BCOKS - DES I GN A BOOKJACKET R,W
WOOKS TARING BOOKS 0
EBOXES. - ANIMALS
BOXES - BOATS 6,R W,S,SS
BOXES- - C TY 0 ,W,SS
BOXES -. PEOPLE p,B,w,m,Bs
BOXES - VEH I CLES 0 ,W, M, , SS

CARTOONING '004, R,M;S,SS
CLAY - RECIPES 0,11R,M,S
CLAY - PROJECTS. R, RR ,M, , SS

CLAY BEADS. RR,M
COLLAGE 0.;W, RR M,
CORK CREATURES 0 , R,W S
DES I GN FLAG W, S SS
.DESIGN GAMEBOARD S,SS
D ESI GN STAMP .45

DIORAMA' 7' Box' W,S,SS''''

DIORAMA TAPER tiJ,,SS
DIXIE MESH- R,RR,M,SS

.DOLLS 7 APPLE 0,W, S,SS
. DOLLS - ASSEMBLY: LINE MOVABLE

DOLLS' - CLOTHESPIN w; S, SS
pus - PAPER CUTOUTS 0,W SS,
DOLLS - SPOON 0 Wi SS
DOLL HOUSES, .W;M, S ;SS
DOLL. HOUSE 'FURNITURE W,R,M,SS
-FABRJ C D ESIGN- W, R ,M, S , SS
FINGER_ PRINT CREATURES W,S

33. FOOD COLOR 'DYE! NG ,RR;M S

34 . GRAPH PATTERNS BB, 14

5-' HALF AND HALF P 1CTURES R, RR, M,
36. KITE-MAKI NG 5,55
37. LEAF PEOPLE W,M,
38. LEAF RUBB I NGS R, RR,M,S,SS
35. LIFE S I ZE GURES, R11,M,S , SS

AO. LIFT -UP CITY W,S,SS
41 MAGAZINE P I CT6RES RR, , SS

MAPS P SS.

-MASKS -'PAPER BAG :0 ,WS
44. MASKS - PARER MACHE. 0 ,W SS,

45. MASKS - PAPER PLATE 0 R, RR, , SS

46. MIXING COLORS RR ,W,M,
47. MOBILES R, RR,M, , SS

48. MOSAICS -R , RR, M, SS

49. .,MURALS W, RR,M, SS

50. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS' W, RR S SS

_ New 7k City -Mac



PROJECT fispgx.conitlinHod

51, NUMERAL/ALPHABET .P.I CTURES R , RR , M

,52-. PA I NT MO :P I CTURES 0 04, hi-, S

93. PAPER BAG HOUSES M , S IS
54.' PAPER DOLL 'CHAIN M. ,

55.- ,PEA MARSHMALLOW CONSTRUCTION M SS
5.' PEEP BOX W, MSS
97. PHOTOGRAPHS W,S iSS
58 t,. PHOTOGRAPHY. OBJECTS ,,R,W
59.i.t'' PLACEMATS -W,R,M,S,SS

. 601,,,- . PLASTER PINS S , SS

. 61:;,:-, PLASTER, PLAQUE`' PEOPLE
_-! - PONUPS W,O,S,SS. -

63. '' PORTRA I TS W,.0 , SS'

64 _ .POSTERS " 14, SS

65. ." PRESSED -FLOWERS' 14,S
-65 ,- PRINTING .. BLOCK S , SS-

67:. ,- PRINTING:- FINGERPAI NT !1,0,RR,M
68. PRINTING WI TH OBJECTS:. RR -S.

. 69. .. F,11 INT I NG. 'ROLL' )4

70. PLR I NT I NG -- . STYROFOAM, TRAY . R,W,S , SS
71. PUPPETS .,- BALL.AR -. STYROFOAM 0 , W , S5

72. I'UPPETS -' CYL (HOER PAPER 0 ,I4,M

73.- PUPPETS: -',DANCING STICK 0,14-

74. PUPPETS. '-7 . F I NGER:. 0 ,W, M,SS : ,!

79: PUPPETS t FOLDED PAPER i --- 0 ,14_

76.9 : PUPPETS 7''FOODy -, 0!,R,'RR ,14, M, S

774, PUPPETS' !..- HAND (1,14, SS .-
, .. , , ...

75. -. "PUPPETS . -. MOOD STUCK'. 0 AI ''=----... --,-- -, .

79. PUPPETS - PAPER BAG 0 ,I4, R,11,u

80...5 PUPPETS .'-,--' SOCK; 0,14
_. . .

81. - PUPPETS- , STRING ,:- o 4 , s

82, PUPPETS - TONGUE-DEPRESSOR
83 .', ' -PUZZLE-- MAKI NG -.1.1, RiRkim,s..

84. QU 11.TS SS
85,- ' ,-,- ROCK' ,BAB I ES. R,14,S
86`.I. ROLL PEOPLE _-: 0,W ,SS

87, , ROLL VIEWER .14, R, SS
84. ROLLER '1 V.- . 1,44, ss
89. .SANDCASTING' W,R , SS .

90.. .- SCRAMBEED HEADS -. 0 , M, S.

T 91 .._ , SCRAPS! SCULPTURE 14,S , SS.

-92, 7 SEASHELL `FISH . 14, S , SS-

93. , SEASON WHEELS 14, RR, M,! S

94 . . SHAPE CUT =UPS ' 0.,W, RR.1 ,

95. SHAPE PICTURES 0',14, RR ,M

. 5.5-;- SHOEPR I NTS: R,RR,MH ..

,97. TSKELUONS:(vNiRRiR,S,SS,
_98.- SL I DING PICTURES "14,p, RR

SNOWFLAKES ,-: 4,14,11,s, '-,,

---1P0-,
, ' SOFTSOOLPTURE !! =14, RR, SiSS

_ Nerivi", "kir pity '-' 'Macho
5. ...

. .



.PROJECT INDEX ontimi.

101., STANp-UP PEOPLE, ANIMALS, THINGS W,M ,SS
102. STRIP SCULPTURE. RR,M,S$
103. STUFFED PAPER DAG FISH.'W,S
104. STYLIZED ART 0,A,SS
-105. TIE DYEING .s
106. TOTEM POLES W,M,SS
107-. -MALL HANGINGS (FELT) W,O,M,S
108:
105:
110.

112.,

113.
114.

'9115.

WAVING- PAPER M,RR,S -

.WEAVING TYPES OF-LOOMS* SS
'WEAVING - YARN W,S,SS
WINTER PICTURES- -,CH4LIC., CRAYON RESIST; .0441',RR, SS
WIRE SCULPTURE -,W,R,O,S I '

'WORD PICTURES W;R.
WORD RESISTS W,R,RR --

-YARN OR STRING DRAWINGS ,R,R

ew York city Teacher centers nsortium
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SK LI, TOPIC INDEX contlnu

LANGUAGE ARTS-ORAL ----
what wa -made' 1Q,13,52,62,67,80,94,101007,115

Dramatizing 9,27,43,44,71-142.
itxpressing Feelings, 12,16,17,28,43,44,45,63.71-82,90,104
Giving Oral Instrpctions 86,97
PraCticing Speech Sounds 71,82
Reading Poems and Storiesr8 10 94
Sharing.16 ormation 6,24,42;71-82 -1 1,112

LANGUAGE_ ARTS - WRITTEN

CaptiOniiig _32,37,49,61,64,70A5;86.:95,98,1-11
*- CoMPOSing_ sentences 3,7;%58',63',86,98,161,114

written di rections 92,61,69,80,86

r4- Label Trig
Leat-ping,the parts of speech (Ad ectjves,nooms verbs) I a 81.85,.

Makijig books 3;4,5,7;80 0;_18,32,50,62,99,97,99'
_---1),26,29,30,31,.46499;9t492-,105,110_

_Making 'experiebbo charts. 24,52,70;89--

7.':Reteatch
Sharing boOkS:- - 6;10,24;27,-47 ,61,71=8.2,83,87,88,98,100 ,107
Summar' ging-' -

Writing di Logue 12,32,43,44,49,7182,88 -='
-Wriiipg_stbries--(reativawritielg) 17,21,22;24,28 _0,43;44,49,96,97,

-99,61,62,63,,6976,78,80,85;86,87,93,94,95,98,99,100,1.03,107--_
Writing letters --- 17,65,111

Applies to most projec s

V n trtiums
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SKILL/TOPIC INDEX on Inueci

_14AMPUAGE;YARTSREADiNG----
.DevolbRtng-vpcabytari 6,10,23,3031,47,58,85,104,113
Finding ,ihforniat (See reSoardhunderSCianca.:and-- a i, l $tud t_ )

Finding' the' main .idea (appli-es to anYproject-whith the Nicl,
caption) _

Pol,lowiqig written directions rect ions for any:any: prcijc
rexographqd'Or pladed:on.:chart,'read and follow ed

IdentlfyingpartkOf',abook- -,3
identifying sounds (phonids) 1_4,35,45,48,51,,76,79;82,8 _ 11,114 I*

Lea rill 6g- to use the Library:. 4;6

NOting
of hocks 3,5,6,8, 6,97,994:

Recognizing words .!35,38,113,114.-
Sa4iJencing of -eivent 12;61,a0,87.,89

LANGUAGE- ARTSREADING READINE
Body parts and awareness 39,4583.0,100
Clasaifying and Citegorizing 16 4 1 , 9 3

P 9
98 T 114

Color mixing and_ recognition *15,23,67,93,10
Fine motor_ skills: 15,23 67 , 93 168
Gross motor skills 1:13,14,67,93,108
He- aring similarities and differences 50,115
Left to right progression 15;98
Patterning = i5,23,34,1t6,50_
Recognizing letters 14,23,35;38,48,51,67;68.76.83 98.1
Seeing similarities and differences 39
Shapes 34.49;94;95,102,115
Tactile experiences 13,14,16,23,38,67,115

:*Applies c, projects involving' scisso

allaz Tabnehar sum CtibricfeiriltIrn

=.-



SKILL/T pjc- ODEX-:.dorstinu

SOC 1. STUDIES
Arch-itecture Om(hes buildings) 9,11P,17,29,5 ,55,1p2,105

.

Citlies' (planning) 9_04,40;41 ,53,86,101$102,107`
(textiles) 2,10 ,26.,27,-28,31,39',57,61,86'

Coins 14,38
(.address)..:9,14,2o,29,449,53,62.,84,1ol 107 111

CoMmunity. Helpers 1010,25,26i-27 --

C ft i story of) 241,4 3A,66A,71A,B4A105A,10841-
Economics. 25,60,64:1,109'.--
Families : .27,47,74
Famou, People 6,11 ,20;48463,77;847,91, 04
Flags 18 ',-
Geogrqph 8 ,29.,107
Habitats 57,74,06,9..ioi '02-007 .

-1-tisto'ry 9.,.1.0.,12,18;20;212.4_,43,44,45,_4a;56,0f60,62,7 71;77,1%.811,8'8,.
i-days,=1,042(34,115,59;84,93-,97 105-010

Maps PianS. 8,18',30-,38;42,56
--.Resea-ech 2,3,4,90001.040 8424,26;31 ,36,59 41 48,5 ;66,7 04,-105,11.0
Stamps '20

1,-,14,18,22,23i31;47d0,84005_ a.

Trine-- Sequence 11,02,19 ,26.;:84,87,88,104,1 0=
Tours

Transportation and.Vphi es

New York City Teacher Center nso iunf
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APPLIQUE HANGING
GRADE: 2-6,
TIME: 2 hoOs
LEVEL: DIffioult

MATERIALS:
Felt (several, colors),` fabric (cotton
thread.or yarn, straight pins,

METHOD
1. Show children something that is a,iqued.
2. Choose a subject (flowers, seasons, animals, Indian designs, etc.).
3. Distribute fabric'. Draw a simple shape on the fabric to represent

subject chosen..
4. Cut out'the shape and pin to backing.
5. Using,small ruining stitches, sew shape to backing
§. Each child may applique one square to be joined-with others

a class project. 12---2

scissors, needles,

EE VAL cwr 0 ti
Display. and have children try to determine the
child's applique hanging by -the. symbols chosen.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Discuss symbols. Have children classify symbols. Example:

traffic symbols, math syrilbols, punctuation symbols, peace symbo
U.S.A. symbols. Make a book or collection of symbols.
Make an applique alphabet or an applique to symbolize school or
community.

,3.1-lave each child do research on the meaning and/or o gin of hisresearch
symbol..

0 CIO
0E30
000

City Teed nsoetiunm



BATIK
GRADE:- 2-6
TIME. 2 hours (at !Oast- 2 setslons)
LEVEL: Difficult - mall Groups

MATERIALS:

S Ss

Paraffin, =hot plate, small aluminum container to melt paraf-
fin, paint brushes, solid colored cloth (old sheets or
cotton), pencil or chalk, commercial dye.

METHOD:
1. Draw a picture or design on cloth with chalk or pencil.

While children are working on drawings, melt some paraffin in an
aluminum conpainer on the hot plate. (Do not let it boil.)

When wax is hot liquid, paint the design with the wax. Make the wax

fairly thick. (Waxed areas resist the dye.)

Follow package directions and prepare dye in a large basin.

5. Wrinkle the fabric to crack the wax.

6. -Place fabric-in basin with dye and stir.

7. Remove fabric from basin and rinse several times in cold water,

8. Hang fabric to dry.

9. To remove dye, place fabric in boiling water and stir until -all wax
is removed. (Fabric will shrink.) Rinse in cold water several times.
Let fabric dry and then iron it; or place fabric between several

layers,of newspaper sheets and iron over newspaper. Keep changing

newspapers until all the wax has been absorbed. Rinse fabri-C in

cold water several times. Let fabric dry and then iron it.'

EVALUATION; -

Display batik fabrics. Discuss the designs.
What.ilade the thin lines? Why are some spaces white? What
happenrd to the wax when heated? Note changes that occurred
to wax) to fabric.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Resarch report on batik process. Where did it originate? What,

types of dyes were used? What types of designs? How is batik

used today? -Y

Make a book about cloth. Start from raw fibers (which ones are used)

and trace to finished products. Indlude weaving and _dyeing.

rk City-Teacher Centers sortiur
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--1;4,401_16,MIOP4,1W.-

A

ABOUT BATIK
.Batik is 6 method of applying coloredClesigns to a fabric. This method
originated in Java. A design is -made on the fabric and sections which
are not to be dyed are covered with a subStance that will not absorb
the dye. Liquid paraffin, or rice paste is used for this Purpose.
When the fabric is dipped into the dye, the covered parts resist the
dye; After the cloth is dry, the wax can be removed by boiling the cloth.
Designs of more than one-color can be made by repeating the process.' In
..lava the design is determined by the use the Cloth will have.

from the
World Book Encyclopedia

New. k City Te
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OR WMS
MAKE A -BOOK
GRADE: 1-6-
TIME: 1 I/2 hours
LEVEL: Easy-Intermediate-Whole }max ass

-MATERIALS:
Oaktag or construction paper, unlined paper (for inside),
crayons or markers. Pencil, st,ples or fasteners.

METHOD:
_

1. Choose a subject for the book. (A .simple or difficul4t subject
may be chosen according to grade.)

2. Make a cover and decorate it, fold construction paper in half
and place pages Inside-and s

For a -simple book: Hllustrate each page. Label each page or
write a sentence for each page,-

For, a difficult book: Write a story. Leave a space on each
page for an illustration..

EVALUATION:
Make a display of the'.books.-' Have each child read his book to_the
class. (Do one or two books a day.)

ENRICHMENT:
rl. Make "Me" book. Each page should tell something about yourself

2. Make a shape book. Give the children a piece of construction
paper in a specific shape (i.e. car, person etc.).

Make pages-the same shape. Have chldrer make a picture on
'each.page and caption each. picture. (i a book of vehicles,

people, etc.)

3.-Research report on how paper is made,.

4. Learn some ways to bind a book.

5: Make riddle book. -Fold bottom or side to_hide the answers.

6. Make a letter book.

7. Make a number book.

Go over the parts of
etc.).

book (title, author, index, illustrations.

Write books of various types (biography,'autObiography, fiction,

nonfiction, fairy tale, legend,'-folktale, poetryleollection

York City Te it r niters Comm. iul
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MAKE A .SEWN. BOOK
GRADE: ,1 -5
TIME: 1-2 hours
.LEVEL Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Cardboard, wallpaper or construction paper for cover, paper
for pages, paste, needles, thread, scissors, crayons, magic
markers (optional)

METHOD:
1. Paste two equal-sized pieces of cardboard on wallpaper or

construction papr. Leave one-eighth to one- quarter inch of
'space between the two pieces of cardboard. Trim top and
bottom of paper to size of cardboard. Fold excess at sides
over and paste down..

Place paper for pages (folded in half) ett, en pieces of

cardboard.

Sew peges on fold to construction paper stitch):'

4. Tit4e book. Discuss parts of book.

5. Write and illustrate book.

MOTIVATION.
Display books. How are they bound?
'Exchange books. Read books to class.

(running

iscuss hand sewn books

VAFHATIONS:.
Bind books by using'papersfasteners, staples,
through the pages, sewing pages together.

ENRICHMENT:
Types of books to make:
story books (fiction)
aUtobiographies -

scrapbOoks'
dictionaries
number

flow would- books be arran
Decimal System.

sewing buttons

research biographies family books
animal books picture books
"me" books poetry books

"feeling" books riddle booics

"some day"..books how-to books
cookbEoks

god in the library ?_ Discuss Dewey

Research ways of binding 'books.-

Nevi Nbrk City Te raters Consortiu



DESIGN A BOOKJACKET
GRADE: '2- .

TIME: 1 hour'
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Clats

MATERIAL:

METHOD:

IP/

Oaktag, cardboard or construction paper, scissors,
glue, fabric s'craps, crayons or markers

1
1. After reading a book;: design a jacket that would make-

others want to read the book. You-may draw the.

illustrations or use shapes and glue to attach them to
jackets.

2. Be sure to write a short'report on the flaps that
tells about the book. Include Ctle and author.

EVALUATION:
Display bookjackets.

ENRICHMENT:
1. AssignA-Specific type of.book-(biography, how-to-

etc.). :Classify the bookjackets according to types
of books.

2. Learn how to bind-a book'.
3. Write a book. Design a bookjacket for it
4. Write a .summary of the books..

New York City iu
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TALKING BOOKS
GRADE: 2-6
TIME: 3/4 hour
LEVEL: sy-Intermediate
MATEPIIALS:

Construcom paper oaktag, scissors, paste-anid fasteners.

METHOD:.
1. Cut a rectangle about 9" X 12". Fold in half.
2. Decorate the cover so that it relates to a specific book:'

Include the author.
3. Add a handle by cutting a long thin rectangular strip and

fastening it to the bindina, so that finders may be
slipped through.
Tell about the book or give .a book report making the book
"talk."

EVALUATION:
Ask children guestii ns rela ineto the talking-book.;

authorcharacters, setting, etc',)

ENRICHMENT
Give the,chi dren an out ine listing what e book should

"talk":about.

Assign different type Of books:

NON-FICTION T01 5 interesting facts.
HOW-TO-Describe how to make something
BIOGRAPHY-Tell about the person's rife

,HISTORICAL-Tell what it was like to, live lofig,a

Make your o n talking autobiOgraphy.

4.1'Have book "tell"-its call number (Dewey Decimal Number)
Find the book in the library. Investigate the DeWey Decimal

stem.

9. Do research about the author of the book.

6. Suggest other books :that the children might want to read..

mem New York City Teacher nters Consortium
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BOX 'ANIMALS-,

GRADE: Kui3
TIME: 2 hours

Intermediate -Whole Class
MATERIALS:

METHOD:

W SS

Boxes- of assorted shapes and sizes,-spo61s, pipe ,c-leanes-,
straws, scissors, paint, _construction paper, glue. toilet
paper tubes.

I. Choose a box that is an appropriate shape for your animals.
Glue the box closed.

2. Add legs by gluing spools, toilet paper tubes or other7
material to the bottom of the box. Let dry.

Paint the box and legs. Let dry.

4. Cut outthe shape of the head from construction paper.
Paint on the face. Add finishing touches (i.e. mane on
the,lion paper or pipe cleaners-; elephant trunks
Use a straw.

5. Glue the face lo the front of the box..

EVALUATIODT:
plays animals Discuss, the natural habitat of each

,animal.

ENRICHMENT:-

1. Make a box farm. Build a barn with boxes.

Make a farm book, 'Make a picture of each animal. Label

the picture.or write a sentence about each animal.

Make an animal riddle book.

4. Make a box zoo.

5. Take a trip to a zoo. aten Island, Bronx

6 Classify animals habitat, number of legs, co or.

7. Discuss animals that are used for transportatiOn.
Research which countries use br used animals as a means
of transportation.

Have the children make land, sea, air animals.

Study dinosaurs. Make box dinosaurs. What does extinct
mean? .
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BOX BOATS
GRADE: K-3
TIME: 1/2 "hour
LEVEL: Whole Class

&R

MATERIAL S: -

Ss

Milk containers-, piper, wooden slats, scisscirs, paste or glue

1. Read poem Sea Fever by John Masefiefd.

2. Place .a milk container horizontally on.your desk

3. Punch a small hole on the top side

4. Push the slat into the hole.

5. Draw and cut out a large triangle. (You gay write a number,
on it)..

6. Paste it on the slat.

EVALIJATIO14:
1. .Place 2 or 3 boats in a basin -o ater. What happens to the

boats?

2. What happens if we 'bad the boa ? (Use pebbles beans.)

3. Can you name some things that froat7

ENRICHMENT:
1. Make a char_ of things.that float and things= at do not floa

2. Make. a book of things that float.

3. Do experiments involving sinking and flOating.

4 Name as many vehicles as you can. Make a chart.
y Alphabetize-the list.

5. Make e'book about transportation,

-blow` do rivers help people?-

7. NoWis transportairon important tows'
_recreational uses;of- transportation.

Make boats.using styrofoam trays ori..
(Add wooden :A-301s for steering wheel`;;,
Make Sure the boat will balance.

Discuss commercial and

zpr meat trays.
c4)
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BOX CITY
GRAPE: K-6
TIME: 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy

W 0 SS

MATERIALS:
Boxes of assorted sizes and shapes (i.e. cookie, cereal,
cigarette, macaroni, etc.), paint, aluminum foil,
construction paper, glue, fabric, markers, rulers. scissors

METHODS:
1. Plan a city. What do we find in a city?

(Kinds of stores, kinds of houses, police station, fire,
station, post office,- schools, parks. etc.) How are they
arranged? Make a map of the city.. Name the streets. Show
where specific buildings will be located.
Paint the boxes. Let dry.
Add store windows, names, etc. with markers or contrasting
paint, or construction paper.
On a large flat board or cardboard, draw the streets.
Outline with markers.
Place the appropriate buildings in proper Jocations. Then
paste.

EVALUATION:
Think of a name for your city. Make a list or chart
of what the city contains. What will happen if the,ci
needs to grow ?. Where would you go if the city had no
parks?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Make a mode; of-your neighborhood. Include stores and

buildings near yOur-school. Discuss types of buildings,
2. .Create,a fantasy city. .

3. Make a city of long ago. Write about it.
Find out about cities long-ago..

4: Make a city of the.future. Create a puppet show about
5. Make a city described in-a book you read.
-6. Add- box vehicles to your city. Add signs and box people.

k a 'Mac r iu
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BOX PEOPLE
GRADE: K-6
TIME:_-1 1/2 hours
LEVEL: Easy - Intermediate -Whale Class

WONEAIALS:
Milk container or narrcw rectangular cookie box, paint,
construction paper

METHOD:
-1. Have children stand beside seats. Give directions to touch

their heads, toes, torsos, etc.

2. Discuss how is our body divided? (Head, toros, legs)

3. Show children how they could divide the box in three equal
parts to make head, torso and legs. They could measure with
a ruler to get equal sizes. El

Paint the sections different colors or paste the con-
struction paper on the box.

Add details by painting face, clothing, etc. or add fabric
scraps.

EVALUATION:
Display dolls. What method did you use to measure?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Dress dolls to show characters in a book or story. Do a

book report.

2. Depict an historical moment. Write a research report.

3- Read poem, A Real Bouquet by Edith Siegal.-

Dress dolls in costumes from around the world. Make a
-clothing book. Label clothing names.

Sesame Street Song -.These are the Peotle in Our Nei hborhoo
Dress dolls as community helpers. identify clothing.

6. Make a rabbit,. Santa, witches, etc. for special holidays:

ew lc City Teacher z nters Consortium
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BOX- VEHICLES
GRADE: K-3
TIME: Approximately- 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy

MATERIALS:

METHOD,:

Boxes of assorted shapes an zes, paint', co Jtruct-ion
paper, 'glue, sticks, dowels or pencils,-straws, scissors
oaktag or cardboard, flat pieces of styrofoam, -spools,
Masking tape

Choose a box related to the shape vehicle. Paint

the box and let it dry.

2. Add windows by using markers. or cit out window

3. Punch four holes near bottom of box.

4. Push through a pencil or,a dowel.

5:.Add wo6d6r1 wheels, cardboard circles or spools to end
of each stick,

and doors.and

6. Wind tape around outside ends
place.

.EVALUATION:-
Display vehicles. Discuss several means cif- transportation:

ENRICHMENT:
1. Why is transportation important? 4iHow does help a city?

Hinder it?-

Make aochart of How People Travel (land, sea, air, etc).

Make vehicles children can. sit in by using large cartons.

Research vehicles that may be unique to a specific place
i.e. rickshaw).

-Sticks to hold heels -in

Research -how vehicles work, combustion engines, propellers,
etc.
Make a class-chart= Where I have traveled; howfar; how I

-.-got 'there.

Travel- through the ages what'vehicles were used long ago?

Make a' stagecoach. Create a vehicle of the future,

New York City Teacher eter Contor



CARTOONING
GRADE; 1-6 -,
TIME 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Wh le Class

-co w R ti ss

MATERIALS:
Paper, crayons, pencils, markers

MOTIVATION:
-' Have oliildren examine many cartoons and note various

ways of making body parts and shoWing expressions.

METHOD:
1. Perhaps Make a large chart to illustrate findings

Have children experiment creating characters using
various types of lines. Emphasize the need for
simplicity of design so that it can be easily
reproduced.
Ask children'to create a cartoon character and
name it. Create food cartoon characters. Create_

characters from objects. ,

4. Use a cartoon',character to Create a comic strip
sequence:'

EVALLIATI N:
'splay cartoons, caption, label

ENRICHMENT:
Label and/or create dialogue for comic strips.

2. Use cartoons to review types of lines and shapes.

3. Make a comic strip sequence for an histOric event
or story or current events happening-.

4. Create a comic strip for something that has happened
to you.

5. Discuss ways of showing anger, surprise in comics.
6. Use a mirror to make funny faces Or. faces,toexpress

various emotion S.- Note eye and mouth expressions.
Make a 3D cartoon character.
Make food cartoon characters. Use them to teach a
good health leson about foods and a balanced diet.

New k City T r Centers dun



CLAY?RECIPES
GRADE: K-6
TIME: I hour
LEVEL: Inter-media te

METHOD I (small group
,MATERIALS:

METHOD:
1. Stir together cornstarch and '1 cup cold water in a bowl,
2, Mix salt and 1 1/3 cups-water in a saucepan over low heat 'until

warm.
3. Stir 'cornstarch mixture'into salt mixture. When warm and

consistency of stiff dough, tool.
4. Remove from pan and knead like dough.
5. Knead food coloring into dough as desired.
o. Store at room temperature. (In plastic bags it will kep

indefinitely.)
7. Dry items made with clay on wire rack .or screen 24- 6 hrs.

depending on size.
8. Paint or decorate with magic Mark r.

METHOD II

2- cups cornstarch
2'-1/3 cups cold water
food coloring
wax paper, knife

0 RR It S

4 cups salt
Drinking glass or something
to roll out dough

Screen or wire rack for dryino
Plastic bag for extra dounh

MATERIALS:
3 cups a,11-purpose flour

cups salt,
1 cup Water

METHOD:
1. Mix salt-and_flour together in a bowl

Add the water.6 little at a time
3. Knead the dough until smooth.
4. If the clay gets dry and cnumbles, addtmo e water.
5. -Store in a plastic bag,at room temperature.

ENRICHMENT:
DiscuSs and identi_y Ingredients (p operi<ies and.changes, they
undergo), utensils used,and clay recipe.

2, How does-'clay feel? Describe.

w York City "Teacher Centers .consortium
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CLAY PROJECTS
GRADE: K-6
TIME: 1 1/2_ hours
LEVEL: Easy-Wholeelass

MATERIALS:

R RR S S

Clay (from previasart lesson ), we> d paper, pencil, paint
or magic markers

METHOD:
1. Let children sperskime exploring the media. What can they dtp

with it? (salls,wils, disks)
2. Make a snake. Compare length with neighbor. Measure.
3 Make sblid shapes;spheres, cylinders, cubes.
4. Create something uyour own.

EVALUATION:
Distuss propertiesof clay. How does it feel? What can it d4D
How was it colored?,.

ENRICHMENT:
1 Form letters witalay write your name; form words.
2. Form numbers.
3. Design pottery ads, cups. Research different techniques.

Coil-make a snakeand build from it slab-build from flat
p eces.)
Make figures. Shmaction with your figure.
Make an Indian village (adobe) . Research report on Indi-an
homes (different types)-.

6. Design a coin or make prints in the clay of money from' seve a 1
countries.

7. Plan a city. Discussion and report on what we see in a city.
- 8'. Make animals; makuazoo.
9. Research designs used on pottery and jewelry.

10. Make bracelets, rings, pendants.

New York Clly Te -ortium
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CLAY BEADS
GRADE: K-3
TIME: -2 homws
LEVEL: -Ea

MATERIALS=
Clay (rude in a previous lesson), pencil or dowel-, paint,
varnish newspaper, aluminum trays, waxed paper

METHOD:
. --Shape- --c := ay-into-various- small shapes.

2.-Make a Laarge hole in each bead with a pencil or dowel,
3. Let the beads'dry on waxed paper or-aluminum trays.
4. Paint beads withTempera.
5. Coat ear h bead with clear varnish.

EVALLIATIONDN:
Let chilEadren string their beads. (You can use a shoelace.)

ENRICHMENT:
1. Make pat tern cards for beads. (Use different colors and shapes.

Have chFEldren string their beads according_to_the-pa-t-tern.
cards.

2. Have chime ldren create their own patterns. Have them make their

own patern cards.
3. Have`chEi Idren create symmetrical patterns.
4. Sort theme beads according to color, shape,'size.
5. Whose cliain is the longest? Measure the chains.

levy York City leacher Centers sortiuConsortium



OW MINIS
COLLAGE
GRADE: K-S
TIME: 1-2hours
LEVEL: Easy7Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Cloth with a variety of textures and patterns, corrugated paper
sand paper, wood shavings, burlap, velvet, fuc, sponge, various
types of paper, wallpaper, pressed leaves, seds. spools, cotton,
cardboard or box tops are good bases, Elmers glue, sticks

RIC)TUVATION:
Place several types of textured materials in a bag. Without
looking, have the children feel the material in the .beg and
describe and /or _try to identify it Enodurage vocabulary.
(Ex: rough, smooth, soft, etc.)

METHOD:
1. Ask children to make a "design" (picture) using materials that

."go together" in an interesting way. , (They may look good'together

or feel "nice".)

2. Encourage children to consider carefully the materials they use and

the placement of the materials.

3. After experimenting, have children paste down their arrangvents,
of materials.

EVALUATION:
t 'Display collages.. Have children flnd something s_

collage or something rough, etc.

ENRICHMENT:

on each

1. Disquss pa,terns checked, striped, dotted, ulaid. Find samples

. of each.
2. Classify materials accoreng to colors, text6res, types, etc.

Make a theme collage, (Ex: What materials and/or pictures
remind you of Spring? Make a'city, people or pollution collage.)

Use-materials, textures, patterns'and pictures.
4. Make a "feeling" collage pick 5 textures that make you feel

a certain way (happy, sad).'
5. Use these textures to fill an area.
6.- Make a pressed flower or leaf collage. Learn how to press flowers

and leaves. Identify leaves.
7, Classify materials according to textures. Play "guess .what

material I am" game.
8. Make I material chart hex. cotton, leather, wool, silk).

9. Describe materials. Introduce adjectives.
10. Make a magazine collage of pictures that go together.

iiew k y Teacher Centers rtium



CORK CREATURES
GRADE: 2
TIME: 2-hours
LEVEL: Whole Class - Intermediate

OR WS SS

MA TE R !ALS:
Corks, straight pins, sequins, pearls, feathers, toothpicks,
beads, wire, pipe cleaners, clay, construction paper, magic
markers

17

MOTIVATION:
Read Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice enddk. Discuss-
friendly wild tETFR or monsters. Make cork 'friendly wild rhings:

METHOD:
1. Select 2 corks (1 for body and 1 for head). Attach with wire

pins or toothpicks.

2.-- Attach legs (toothpicks or pipe cleaners or clay
3. Attach feathers, construction paper, beads, pear

straight pins to form features. 2

4. Attach string to cork creatures.
-They:may be used as necklaces or mobiles.

EVALUATION:
1. Hang creatures and -_&i _splay_ to form a hanging zoo

2. Name the creatures

ENRICHMENT:
1. Write a story, "The Adventures of My Friendly Monster".

2. Make a cork town with cork people. What would make good houses
for the town?-

3. Make a book of friendly things to do. -

4. What is-a- friend? Read Anglund's A Friend Somebody Who
bikes You. ,

5= Get a pen-pal friend and find out how he/she lives- Write
to U.S. 'Committee. for UNICEF, 331 East 31st SI. New York, NY.

Place a cork in water. Does
of objects that float, sink.

Make a cork totem pole. Begin a study of Indians.

float-or sink? Make'a chart

,
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DESIGN FLAG
GRAMS: K-6
TIM

. 1 / 2 hour
LEVE Easy-Whole Class

MATE:RIALS:

C=nstruction paper, scissors, glue, crayons or markers.

we SS

1, bilibit several flags.to. clasS. Discuss colors, symbOls, shapes.
What is the purpose of a flab?

2. GiSive children 9 12 construction paper. They may changethe shape.
3. Aid other shapes and colors to original, paper to represent an

i tag nary country, a neighborhood, a school, etc.

EIMEJLIJATION:

DElisplay flags around the room. Can other class members guess
whr,at they represent?

1E1401 1

1. Matmice a book of neighborhoods in Brooklyn;. Make a flag to
re-= present each neighborhood. Research his ory of each
rift i ghborhood.

-7

2. Create anitmaginary coUntry. Writq about the country, its
hi- story, geography,.famous people. Make a flag to, represent
it . Make a flag. Make a map. -

3. Crate a, land of the future on a planet, the moon)
it . Make a flag. 'Maker map.

4. Chose " "cause"" to sponsor tecology,, biking, etc.)
e a l,ag to represent-it Make a newspaper to keep peopfo of the events. -

MagOke a study df fla9saround.the%world, Try to find out the
meamaning of the symbols and colors on the flags.

6. Re- search the' history of'the American flag.

Write about

New York City Teacher ime
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DESIGN GAME OARD
GRADE: 2-6
TIME:_11/_2_11ours
LEVEL: Inttirme4la

MATERIALS:
Heavy cardboard or oaktag, markers or crayons, unlined
paper.

METHOD:
1. Choose an historical event for a subject (i.e. American

Revolution, Civil War, thirteen coltinies,

2. On a scrap paper make a time line indicating major events for
the subject..

Choose a starting event. F starting event and events
following on the cardboard. strate around borders.

Outline board in markers.

Make or obtain a spinner or die.

EVALUATION:
Discuss the historical sequence. If,posSi-ble let the

children play the game (use buttons for Men).

ENRICHMENT:
1. Choose a life process (digestion, .circulation),

Follow the movement of food, blood, etc. and plot it
on the gameboard. Illustrate.

2. Follow the life cycle-of an insect .e. butterfly).

3. Follow the water cycle.

Follow the carbon cycle.

Plot a tour ora country. Visit famous locat ions, encounter
obstacles (mountains, 'rivers, etc

New York City Yewwh
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DESIGN-STAMP
GRADE: 2 -6
TIME: 1/2 hour
LEVEL: EasyWhole Class

MATERIALS:
Paper, crayons.

METHOD:
1. Discustion: Whatis a stamp? Why are they necessary?

What do they usually depict?

2. Decide-on
.

a shape for stamp,:-Draw-the-s-hapa-on a7Mleet
of drawing paper. Make it large.

Draw the symbol of your choice to represent the subject,
Be sure to cover all the drawing paper, leave no white spaces.

4. Give the stamp a.monetary value.

5. Cutout the stamp.

Eli A IL Lour i

Display-the sta
mock envelopes.
Where-is your

ENRICHMENT:
1. Make-a stamp to represent your school,-

Ps on bulletin board by pasting on large
Discuss meanings-of symbols used.
letter going? How will it get there?

a stamp to represent_y.our_nelghborhood.

3. Represent -a-country you are studying.

4. -Represent a famous person. Read a biography, about the person.

5. Represent-a holiday. '

6. Represent an Ethnic

7. Represent a topicarsubjec i.e. animal preservation, -pollUtv n,
awareness). -Do a research'report.Clean environment, consumer

-Depict the history of a country by making stamps to-represent
important events and placing them in order

9. Start a -stamp c011ection. ,Classify *stamps.

10. Learn abOut addreSses Develop the concept. of livingving In d ,

house,.on a block, in a neighborhood, city, state, country, ,
continent, planet.

11. Visit.the'post office ,
Trace the route of a letter from mailboX

to destination.

New Yeiiic City Teac ium
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DIORAMA - BOX
GRADE: 1-5
TIME: 2 hours
LEVEL: Intermediate-Whole CIEs ss

MATERIALS:
Cartons or boxes 1. per chi d) , paper, crayons,
various scrap materials whih can be used to depict
scenes

METHOD:
1. Discuss features of scene t=3 be depicted.

(Ex.: If doing a diorama o 'a park, discuss. things to
be depicted in background, 4:oreground, etc.)

Place paper under bottom of box. Trace outline of box
bottom on 'paper so that the paper will fit inside the
box bottom. This paper Wei X be the background for
the diorama. Draw,or paint_ background features of scene
on paper.

Paste the paper inside the sox bottom.-

. Make ,features for dior'ama. Use paper objects with tabs
or _oaktag strips, or make otjects 'using scrap materials
(see roll people, spoof peot=.1e, clay objects, cork
characters), cotton clouds. Twigs may-b&-supported_by
clay. Other objects may be hung from top -Wi,th .string.

EVALUATION:.
Display dioramas. Have chil dren try to identify location
of scenes. How ,did they knew what place was depicted?

ENRICHMENt:
Write a story .abOut the dimama.

2. Make dioramas of. storybook scenes, farms zoos, circus,
city, room, neighborhood, prk, aquarium, -outer space,
-anotner country, a city of he future, historical
scenes.
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DIORAMA - PAPER
.GRADE: 1-5

_ TIME 1_2_1icturs
.LEVEL: Intermedla -Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Drawing paper (81" X 11"), cray ns,-oaktag strips wide) ,

construction paper, decorations (spools, corks, beads, etc.
paste

ETHOD:
Motivation - Discuss and list things that can be found in
the child's neighborhood.

1. Begin diorama by folding drawing paper in half. Open
and lay it flat.

2 Draw the background on the top half.

Color-the bottom half a solid color (base).

4. Refold the paper_so that the'top half is ,perpendicular
to the working surface.

5. Attach an oaktag strip to-keep the drawing-
paper "standing" in the folded position.

6. On anothei paper make objects which will stand on
base of diorama. Make tabs to keep the objects
upright. Fold tab under and paste.

EVALUATION:
Display dioramaS, Do the neighbOrhood dioramas include
most of the " -listed" features of the neighborhood?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Write a story about the diorama.

2. Make dioramas of other places. (Ex. city, country,
farm, zoo, circus, aquarium, sr.lool, an imaginary
place.)

Make dioramas to depict scenes from history or from.
a book. Have children try to guess where the scene
takes place.

Classify elements of diorama into categories. (Ex:

man-made features vs. natural features in the
environment.)

Heir York City nter Con :u
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DIXIE FRESH

GRADE: K -45
TIME: 2hor-s-
LEVEL: rmedlate-Wholo Class

MATERIALS:
PleceS of dixie mesh, yarn (several colors needles,
yraph paper, markers.

METHOD:

1. Discuses materials used What is _,a needle? Where is the eye?
Name d fferent stitches that may be used Are we sewing things
together r?

- Plan °Lit a design on graph paper.

3- Place the dixie mesh on the paper. Trace the design
on the mesh.

11- Demons trate stitches to children depending upon their ages.

5. Comple-te mesh.

EVALLIA71014:
Display designs

ENRICHMEN-T:
i. Make a_ design on graph paper. Transfer the design to dixie

mesh by counting correct number of squares for each color
andot lining them on the mesh. Find out area for each
color csed by counting squares. How ,Tiany squares on the
dixie mesh make a square inch? How many square inches is
your wl-vole design? Cut out a square inch of paper. Use it

to meaure.

2. Give cfildren a card with a pattern to follow. (Grid with
squares colored in; ex. 1 line yel low, 1 line blue, repeat):
Repeat the pattern on dixre mesh. Let children create their
own patterns on a blank grid and perhaps exchange pattern
cards.

edlepoint flag of the S. or a country you are
studyir-a.

OutlIn letters or numbers on dixie mesh with markers. Follow
outllneei with running stitch.

Outlln shapes.



DOLLS - APPLE 0 W S SS

GRADE: 2-6
TIME: Several 2 hr. periods = allow 2-3 wks.

between periods 1 and 2
LEVEL: DIffIcult-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Apples, cloth, plastic knives, pipe cleaner or wire, pencils

dowels, cotton, needles, thread, scissors, felt,,yarn,
string, wrapped cotton (batting), masking tape

MOTIVATION:
1. Discuss where children get their toys. Discuss fact that

'ding ago in colonial America childrens' toys had to be made,
not-bought,--Discuss_apple_d -.-\

METHOD:
1. Teacher peels app)les ahead of time. Use firm ones.
2. With stern upward draw features on faces with pencil.
3. Carve the face allowffitg eyes, nose and mouth 'Ea protrude.

Cut chin and eyebrows or scrape away from apple. to make
holes for eyes, mouth and nose_

4. Insert a stick or pencil where the neck would be.
5. AllOw to dry for 1-2 weeks. Fingers can be used to mold

press-in facial features during this time.
6. Add hair (steel wool, cotton or yarn) to apple.
7 Add wire or pipe-cleaner for arms and legs. Attach to

stick.
8. Tape newspaper or cotton batting to the body frame to pad

it.

9. Dress the doll by ,gluing' or sewing clothing.
Add details 7 hat, glasses, teeth, eec.

EVALUATION:
Display dolls. Name dolls.-

ENRICHMENT:
1. Either write an experience chart or an individual -story

describing how the dolls were made.. Photos help to
recreate the sequence of events.

N.

2% Keep a log describing daily changes seen-}in the apples.

Begin a study of things that change when exposed to air,
when sealed in airtight containers. What things will never
change? How does water, heat, cold change things?

.*Do research about toys of.long ago. Make other games and tpys.

5. Make the dolls historical or book characters.

6. Can you think of other vegetables to make toys, from?
(e.g. corn husk dolls, potat5 heads, gourds.)

New York City Teacher Centers Consortium
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DOLLS ASSEMBLY LINE' MOVABLE
PAPER DOLLS

GRADE: 2,-6
TIME:Akipp_r_o_x_fir_i a te l_y l hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole ,Class

MATERIALS:
Oaktag, pencil, paper fasteners, crayons, scissors,
patterns for head, body, arms and legs.

hMETFiC)[):

1. Divide class in half.

. 2. Arrange some desks in a line. Station each child in a
SPecific place at the-desks.

Assigri-jobs to the children. (First person, trace all heads;
second person, cut out heads; .third persOn,trace all bodies;
fourth person, cut out all bodies; fifth person, attach head
to body with fastener; sixth person., traceali arms; seventh
person`- Cut out all arms; eighth perion =attach arms to
bodies with fasteners; last persoh s add features with crayon.

4. Set a timer. Have hal
(Each_persoa.mmakes_his
it,) and the-other hal

the class make thedolls by themselves.
her own doll and designs clothing for
uses assemblY-linemethod.,

EVALUATION:
Display dolls made by both groups.
Compare - Which group made more-dolls in the given time frame.
Which-dolls look the same? Which look different? Why?

EFIFWICLIMIENT:

1. Discuss assembly-line production of goods. Discuss van-
tages anddisadvantages to workers, and final produci.

2. Pis-cus's workerS; classify producers of goods vs. p oducers
of services. --

What industries make use of assembly-line production?

k City nor ium
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ROLLS =I. TWESPIN
RADE: a 6

7IME: Approxlmvstaly 1/2 hours
LEVEL: ColifloirAllt--101101-is Class

PPIATERIAL%:
Ciottispins.(no the el ip-on
crepe FiePer, vite cleaners, marks = rs paint; yarn

!METHOD:

i fabric, -feathers

1. Brief Qn clothing, in hot lands, in cold
lands Types of clothing.

2. Paint the clothespin. (opt 'anal )

3. Plan cousin. Make a sketch.

4. Hake -rae for the doll

glue,

5. Draw t 1-1e shapes desired on the bric,
6.. Cut ct shapes end dress the doll

WALUATION:
0i5r4ly dc)iis by...a,- placing in s tyro ioani block.
Nee t he .rticis. of clothing:. Vrilere would people:dress
this vt---Aray,7
If,c101111 1 ig in a uniform, guess %.,/h at the doll's job is
Disco%ai-s jc3O,

meNT
1. Make 1110 hart. I,nol tide, c othps.from hot lands and

-cold Mond Ill usfrate.

.2. Make bow of =4ornalunity helpers. Show their uniforms.
-Dascri-T be their j-

kl,tif can 'severer 1 fibers thdt clothing Is made from.
(e.g i lk, cot.bon; wool, etc.)
Oiscf.)5 p4tterri plaids, stripe,, checks. pes n your own

mustass

pr. h rnanmnd Camparc to nature 1 fibers.

Nee±rK Cliiy Tealsr
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Dooms - PAPER CUTOUTS
4.`

GRADE: l(73
TIME: Approximately 1 1/2 hours

W $5

MATERIALS:
. Oaktag or stiff cardboard, constructww on paper

glue, fabric scraps,, yarn .

AdIE lr I):

1. Discuss how 'people dress.in hot lands and cold lands.

Z. Draw a simple shape or trace a'pattern of a figure on
oak tag.- _

scissors,

3. Cut out the figure. Make a -face.

4. Add hair by gluing yarn on the figure .

5. Draw clothing or the doll on tonstrction paper.
Be sure to make tabs on the shoulders arid waist.

If desired you may make a paper pat't rn and use . i t

trace several pieces of clothing.
6. Add fabric scraps to clothing pieces with glue or design

patterns and draw them on clothing plaids, stripes, etc.

EVALUATION:
Displ-ay the dolls.
Try to guess what each doll is dressd up ,as.

-E RICHME.NT:,-
Dress the dolls in native'costurne of a specific country
Write a report about the clothing women in that country.

Have children make articles of cloth: slang (i.e. dash'

poncho, etc.) Use sheets or large -plaeces of fabric. Sew

together with running stitches.

Make a family of cut-out dolls.

Make a book about the. family. Tell job each person

in the family has.

4. Dress dolls to represent coatunitY hipers.

5. DeeSs dolls that are characters in a story.

6. Pas-te dolls on a 'stick tomake k puppets. Use them to.

perform a puppet-Show. Make diff ret it costumes.

6

keep4a dai ly. weather record. Dress col I

clothing.

in appropriate

ANNWINWIMENAMM New York City Teacher Centers
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DOLLS SPOON

GRADE: 2-6
TIME: 2-3 hours
LEVEL:Intermedlate-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Large wooden spoons, magic markers, paint=,: yarn, cloth,
cotton, needle, thread, Elmer's glue, wire

METHOD:

0 W SS

1 praw facial features on either_side of spoon with magic
markers or paint.

Paste on yarn or cotton for hair, for glasses,- tc.

Make clothing from cloth; sew or staple.

Add cloth.hands and feet.

EVALUATION:
Display dolls. Write an experience chart telling how the
dolls were made.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Begin a doll collection of dolls from around the world.

2. Dress dolls in costumes from foreign lands.

3. Classify patterns on cloth. (ex. , plaid , florals, checks,
dots, etc:)

4 Create mood dt9Ils by making faces on both sides of the

,
spoon, - Portr- r= =a dLfferent mood on ear-h side. Have
children try to determine the moods by the features.
Have child explain why the doll is happy, pad, mad, etc.

. Make the doll a story book character. Write a story about
the character.

evir York City Teacher Cerders- Cons



DOLL HOUSES

IN S SS

GRADE: 1-8
TIME: Several Weeks
LEVEL: Intermediate-Individual or Small Group

MATERIALS:
Shoeboxes,- cartons stapler, fasteners, scissors, masking

tape, wooden dowels, wallpaper, contact paper, plastic
wrap, heavy cardboard, construction paper, paste,- wappaper

scraps, carpet scraps

MOTIVATION:
Look at pictures of various types of buildings Discus

floors, bricks, walls, and doors.

METHOD:
A. Open Roof, One-Floor House

1. Join open shoeboxes by stapling o
fastening.
Cut door and window openings.
Add boxes to add rooms.
Use corrugated cartons and join as above to make'a larger

scale house.

B. AultipleStory House (more difficult)

Use a large open carton placed on its side,

Cut heavy sheets of cardboard to fit in carton

as floors. Support cardboard flOors with_heavy
dOweis-'and masking tape or pile 3 cartons with open

ends facing the'same way.
Cut out windows and doors.
CoVer outside with construction pap- for bricks

or use brick-Patterned contact papa..
5. Cover windows with plastic -wrap
6.- Measure floors and walls 'Cover with watipaper,

Contact paper and carpet scraps.

EVALUATION:
Display and compare houses as to number of rooms, floors

and windows.

New York. City Teacher Ce rater sortium
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ENRICHMENT:
1. Flake a building chart and label skyscrapers,

apartment houses, ranch houses, stores, brownstones,
etc.

2. Find out how buildings are constructed. What materials
are they made of?

Introduce concept of area. Use inch Cubes or inch
paper to find the area of each room.

A. Group houses_tomake a community.

5. Introduce concept: "We live in many places.", (ex.: house
street, community, borough, city, state, country,
continent, earth, universe.)

(See next unit f-r fprni ure

New lurk City Teacher rtium
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DOLL HOUSE FURNITURE

W R M SS

GRADE: -I-6
TIME: Several hours or periods.
LEVEL: Intermediate = Individual or Small Group

MATERIALS:
Boxes(small, assorted shapes),spools, small paper cups,
egg cartons, toilet paper tubes, paint, glue, scissors,

toothpicks, fabric scraps,' cardboard

METHOD:
1. Make a table from a spool or paper cup turned upside down.

Paint them, or use a small square box or square pieCe,of

_cardboard. Cut the ,box so the corners form legs,

or pUnCh a- tTfiy-bote-tn-each-coTh
of the-cardboard square and insert

toothpicks into each corner.

Paint the table. You may use the spooli for chairs.

Make a bed. Turn a-bandaid box or simil6r shape-so the
larger surface forms-the top of the bed. Glue a rectan-

gular piece of'cardboard against one-short side to

make the headboard. You can pUt a piece of- cotton under

the fabric tb form pillows.

3. Make a couch'. Use an animal- cracker box. -Glue a

--:--rectangutar-piece of cardboard_to .thejonger end the

box Paint the entire- Structure.
You cari:.add arms with other materials if desired.

4. Make a' chair. Cut the animal cracker box in sections to

make- it smaller. Add, the back the same wayp the couch.

Glue -a piece of cardboard on the open side for support.

5. Make a .T.V. Cut ,a square hole in a small ISoA% Paste a

picture. from a magazine_ inside the opening. DraW or

paint knobs on the T.V.

few rk City T: er raters sortiu



Make pictures to hang. Draw your own picture or cut,
small pictures from magazines.. Glue them to a piece of
construction paper cut slightly larger than the picture
(for frame). Paste on the wall of dollhowe.

construction paper
magazine picture

Make a dresser. Use an animal cracker or similar shape
box. Paint. Add outline for drawers with markers. Glue
a rectangular piece of cardboard to back of bey. Cover
top part with aluminum foil for mirror.

aluminum

8. Make a sink Or stove. Paint an appropriate shape. box
. :white. Add details with a marker.

EVALUATION:
Make a floor' plan for dollhouse. Place the furniture.
according to plan.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Identify furniture-and pla.ee. r n propdr-rodMt.

Make a chart.

Measure furniture to assure proper scale.

.- Have children collect straps and odds and ends for
furniture. Brainstorm for ideas.

4. Use wallpaper, contact paper, rug samples. Measure
oo rs-end-wal Is .

See bibliography Dollhouse Magic.

ark City Tee ortium



FABRIC DESIGN
GRADE: 1-3
TIME: 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy - Whole Class

MATERIALS :.

W R SI SS

Old white sheets, handkerchiefs,' magic markers
or fabric markers, paper

MOTIVATION:

0- crayons

Show fabrics and:discuss patterns; classify plaids, checks,
stripes, dotted patterns, florals, prints.

METHOD:
1. Have children plan patterns on.pape an then transfer

to cloth.
2. Experiment with patterns from nature (ex. leaves, flowers,

branches), geometric patterns, symbolic patterns, free.
form patterns, color repeat patterns-.

EVALUATION:
Display and clasSify patterns as. to type.

ENRICHMENT:.
Print fabrics with potato or other printing object.

Do research to find out what patterns are symbolic of
various Indian tribes, African tribes.

3. Begin a'study of Indians.

4. Do research on symbols. What are symbols? Find symbols
of peace_, good luck etc. What symbols are on si ns
around us? Invent new symbols.
Find out how fabrics are designed and printed.

6. Make a fabric pattern collection, chart or book. Labe

types of patterns.

Collect and label various types of-fabrics. Note teK ures.
Include satin, corduroy, cotton, velvet, wool, ,tern';
cloth, nylon, etc.

rk City Teat C ortiurn
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W- S

FINGER PRINT CREATURES

GRADE::1-5
V41E:Approximately 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MAMMALS:
Paper, stamp pad, thin line markers-or paints,

1444C)1111,1011C)14:

Discuss how people are-different. Elicit that no 2 people
have the same fingerprints.

lr El OD:

1. Dip finger into paint or press into stamp pad.

_ Press on paper to make,fingerprints.

3. Use markers to add features to make anima creatures, faces,

etc

EVALUATION:
Display-creatures and caption them.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Create-Comic strip Characters. Make a comic strip with

balloons for dialogue.

.1.Ise magnifying glasses to make a study of fingerprint types.
Classify. _See Ideas For Learning Centers by Moore and Greenlee

(Glegier/Fearon, 197

,3. Research how fingerpr ints are used for identification
purposes.

4: Make a fingerprint book. Label each child's print.
. -

5. Mdke a book of fingerprint creatures.,

6.- Make,two cards for each child with his fingerprints. Try to
match identical prints.

7. How are, people alike or different? . Make a list.

8. Investigate other materials and objects witha magnifying
glass. Introduce-use of telescopes and microscopes.

ell, York City Teacher Centers , sortiurn
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FOOD COLOR DYEING
GRADE: K -2
TIME 1-2 hours
LEVEL: Eaay- ruaII Groups

MATERIALS:
Food-coloring dyes, whi
magic markers opt onal

METHOD:
1. Discuss how fabrics are colored with dyes.

. A

2. Introduce food coloring; place diluted coloring in small
cups or containers.

3. Fold paper towel into 'eighths; dip each corner of rectangle
into a different colored dye. -

4. Open towel, Wang up to dry. Perhaps decorate with magic mar

Try various folds. How does folding affect the design?.
Try sauare or triangular folds.

paper town

RR PR S

a er paper cups,

EVALUATION:
Mount and exhibit designs.

ENRICHMENT
1. Discuss Symmetry. Are designssymmetrocal?
2. What are natural dyes See bibliography.

How-can we dye things with natural dyes?
Why does the dye move up through the paper? Haill other types
_of_paper work? Try other kinds, of paper Ex.:.dapanese rice

Discuss-fractions using paper folding as a basit,

New York. City Teacher nsortium



GRAPH PATTERNS
GRADE: K-6
TIME: 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole CIa

MATERIALS:
Graph paper (any size
(optional)

METHOD:
A.- (For lower

1210111UONGFI.GFluria

urn-irmainGrAnnn

B. Try to r

pencils

RR

crayons, markers.

Have children complete block pattern's
and discuss 'them. Then record on
graph paper or have children create
their own patterns.

PPI;Pla plc ire by fillingn squares

34

Give chOdren coordinates. Have them plot the points and
connect them to form alpiCture. Ex. (1,1) 2,3

(1,3) 2,4
:OM. 3,4
.(4,3) 3,3

EVALUATION:
Display end products and ha%;e children try to guess
the pattern.

Have children try to identify and label the pictures.

ENRICHMENT:
Begin coordinate geometry. Extend to include negative
numbers,

Make a.pattern. Have children look at it. Cover it and
try to reproduce it from memory.

3. Use the pattern for a needlepoint design.

4. Try to enlarge a picture.on graph paper.

5. Draw picture or shape. Have children find the area by
counting boxes. Have them find the perimeter of the
shape or picture.

6. Make symmetrical designs.

k City.
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HALF AND HALF. PICTURES
GRADE: 1 -6
TIME: Approximately 1/2 hour
LEVEL: Eeey-Whole Claes

MATERIALS;
Several magazines, paper, crayons, scissors, .paste.

METHOD:
1. Show the children a large picture folded in half so that

only one half is visibl What do they think the other
half looks like? Discuss.

2. Find a large picture in a magazine. (it-must be symmetrical.
i.e. face, plant, bottle or jar)

Cut out the picture. Fold and cut in half.

4. Paste one half on a piece of drawing paper.

5. Complete the other half with a crayon, trying
it exactly.

EVALUATION:

to copy

Display the pictures.
What makes them symmetrical?
What can you find in the room that is symmetrical?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Make a design that is symmetrical. One side must -be

exactly the saMe as the other.

2 Make a chart of natural and man made sy ical things.

Which letters of the alphabet are symmetrical ?, (i.e., A.M.0)

4. Discuss palindromes (words,- phrases or numbers that read
the same backward and forward (Ex. Anna, Bob,-1771)

5. Make a symmetrical city., .

York City Te



KITE MAKING
GRADE: K-3
TIME: Approximately 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Intermediate-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Construction paper, crayons, scissors, glue, stping or
yern, wooden slatS, crepe paper

METHOD:
'4)

1. Discuss why kites fly. D7scuss the origin of kites.

Using construction. paper, draw a large shape. Cut out

the shape.

Decorate with crayons.

Use wooden slats lo support the paper. Glue the slats to
the back of the paper.

5. Add a tail to the kite. with crepe paper.

6. Punch a hole'at the bottom of the kite and add stria

=EVALLIATION:
DiSplay the kites.
What kind of weather do we need to fly a kite? ,How does
the kite stay elevated?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Research report on' the history of he kites Who were the

first people to fly kites?

Make a boOk about' kites. Fitid out the importance of
different: shape kites to different cultures.

Disituss "March' is a good. kite - flying month." Why ?.

What is wind? How does wind help man, hinder man?

Make a weather station. Measure wind, temperature,
moisture.

levy rk City Teacher Centers
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LEAF PEOPLE

GRADE:- K-3
TIME: Approximately ,1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATERS LS:
Leaves, construction or drawing

paste.

METHOD:
Paste leaf on paper.

paper, crayons or markers,

2. Draw body parts w with crayons onto leaf to make leaf
people or animals.

EVALUATION:.
Display pictures.
Can you find-leaveS that came from the same tree?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Caption the pictures (1 dm a

Write a story about the picture.

Make leaf people in an.action position. Wri.te about what-
they are doing (running, playing tennis, jumping rope etc.)
Introduce verbs

4. Paste more than one leaf on the paper.- Make several leaf,
people on one picture. Write about the picture.

Arrange, several leaveslin size order. Add body parts.
Make a family of leaves, Label the family members.family

/-
Add beans or seeds the leaf people for more detail.

Classify and identify leaves,

8. Investigate why leaves change color in fall,

9.. How big _is the leaf? *How can the leaf be measured?
graph peOerlo measure area.

New k y lb tars
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GRADE: K-3
TIME: Approxlmatcl_y--- 'hour
LEVEL: Easy-WM:Oa Class

MATERIALS:
Paper, crayons or pastels, transparent contact paper.

METH() D:
1. Paste leaf or leaves oria gaper, Vein side up.
2. Place a paper over the leaves.
3= Holding crayon or pastel on its side, rub over-the surface

of the paper covering the leaves to get a rubbing.

Observe the rubbings'. Discuss the different shapes of
leaves, tegtures. What purpose does the leaf serve on
a tree? Why do- they change color? How are they nourished?'

1E NRICHMENT:
I. Arrange leaves in size order to make rubbings.
2. Estrmate, then measure perimeters of the reeves.

3. Make rubbings on sidewalk, manhole cover, fence, bricks, shells

4: Make rubbings of wood grains by taping paper over_ a piece

f wood and rubbing crayon on its side.
5- Make coin rubbings. Tell a fact about each country-from which

foreign coins comp.
6. Make rubbings of sneaker soles. Measure the footprint.

Compare measurements with others.
7= Place string on paper in abstract shape. Make a rubbing.

Try to make string from letters or words. Make rubbings..

Draw or trace outline of a country on oaktag. Cut out the

shape. -Paste string on=areas=lof-elevation---Make a rubbing

Label.map.



S SS
LIFE SI= FIGURES
GRADE: K-4
TIME: Approximately 1 1/2 hours
LEVEL: Easy

MA'INERIALS:
large sheet of brown wrapping paper or other large.paper
(make sure it is at least tile length of.the child),
markers, pencil, scissors, fabrip:sc dips, buttons,
construction paper, glue, wool-

METHOD:
Ha%*a child lay down on the floor on top of large sheet of
paper. read arms and legs.

2. Have another, child trace the outline, of the body on the paper=

with'pencil:

3T- Co -over- -thel-ines-- -i-th =Marker

4. Add details to the body (face,-hair, fingernails, etc.).

5; Dress the doll.by cutting out fabric scraps or construction paper
to fit the proper spaces. Glue to the doll.

.6. Cut out the entire figure -.-

IEVALIJATIC)N:'
View the figure. What does life-size mean?
Compare figures Who is taller?
Review body parts.
Review joints. How do we move? What bends?
Arrange the figures in size places. Who'is,fr

ENRICHMENT:

Who is last?

How many different_Ways can me measure: the figures?
paper clips, crayons, pencils). Make a chart.
The figure is straws long.

pencils long, etc._

2 . Compare lengths. Make-a graph of heights the thi-ldren in. class.

Label the body parts.

4. Dress the doll in. the native costume,of a particular country.

5; Discuss theme; people are the same
figures to discuss.

6. Articles of clothing: dress the doll; discuss whu he/she is

wearing (trousers, shirt,,collarysleeveki belt, cuffs, etc.

peo'pleere'different. Use-

New York chi Te ,her: -Centers
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LIFT-UP CITY
GRADE: 1-3
TIME: Approximately 1 hour-
LEVEL: 'Easy-Whole Class

W S SS

MATERIALS:
Crayons, construction paper, sharp scissors

METHOD:
1. Discuss components of a city. List.

2. Draw simple picture of a city. Color.

3. Cut on solid outline lines. Objects will stand up. (see
below). Bend up along dotted line.

4. Demonstrate technique to children of leaving dotted line
on the base of the object. This is the ".bending" line.

EVALUATION:
Display, and label

ENRICHMENT:
1. Introduce concept of perspective,,. to view the city.

2. Using flashlight in darkened room begin discussion of
shadows.

3. Make lift-up farm, zoo, circus, room, etc.

' 4. Write'a story about it.

5. Discuss what makes a good city.

6. Label objects in lift up pictures.
Label objects in a different language.

7. Make a lift-up picture of a story or historical event.

8. Make a lift-up picture of things that pop-up(ex.: jack-
in-the-box, toast from a toaster, etc.)'



RR SS

R4 A 17 RI A IL
Magazines, paste, crayonS or magic markers

NUE1rHA, E)

Have children find large clear pictures of objects that
fit into a category. (Ex: food, clothing, etc.)

2. Use 1 picture of a single large object (Ex: a tomato
or hot dog or- hamburger.)

Paste it on paper.

Create a picture around it using magic marker& or cryons.
ktx.7 A pea pod plane, a hot dog tree, a pumpkin person.)

EVALUATION:

Display and name original object and new object created.

ENRICHIMENT

1.. identify foods. Classify food subgroups: fruits,
vegetables, meat, poultry.

. Classify pictures: Food, clothing, vehicles.

Make a food family.

4. Have a tasting party. Bring in samples of foods that the
children used in their pictures.

5. Classify foods by taste - sweet, sour, salty, bitter.

6. Discuss where foods come from animals or plants; trace
the story of food production-. (Ex: Where do we get milk?)

0

7. Make a list of foods used in pictures or new names created.
Alphabetize the list.

Create phonics characters: Skinny String Bean, Larry Lemon,
Pointy Pencil, etc.

MAGAZINE PICTURES
GRADE: 1-5
TAME: 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy -Whole Class

New York City Teacher Center
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MAPS PICTURE
GRADE: 2-6,
TIME: 2 hour
LEVEL: Easy -Whole Class

MATERIALS:

0 S.

Large outline map of country on oaktag or construction-
paper, papers of various types for features, paste,
scissors, opaque projector (optional)

1011EirtiC)1):

1. As a follow-up--to the study of a-country or state the
children could create a picture map mural depicting major
products, indu'gtries or characteristics of an area.

2. Display large Outline map of place on oaktag, If one

isn't available, a map can be simply made: a) Place a

small map on an opaque projector. b) Tape blank oaktag
on chalkboard. c) Project map onto oaktag on chalkboard.
d) Adjust 'distance of projector from board to make the
map, appear larger. e) Trace projected outline on oaktag
with magic markers.

3. Have children draw features on small pieLes of pap

4. Cut them out.

.5. Paste onto map in proper locations using tabs so that
features project froM flat surface.

6.- Make a key to symbols or label on Map.'

EVALUATION :
Display-map and have children list generalizations about
country that they can tell from the -map.

ENRICHMENT
1. Have each child select one state or 6ountryand do his own

map. Put maps together to make country,'or world.

2. Discuss the ,need for key or legend._ Give children a legend;
Have them create their -vein countries using, symbols.

3.- Discuss where we liVe.in terms of size, example: house._
block, community, borough, city, state, country, continent
planet, universe.

Display and discuss, various types of maps weather,

-.subway, road, geological, reflief, etc.

Make'a map collection.' How do maps help us? Who uses

maps? Why?

. Make a neighborhood, classroom or school map.

New York City Teacher Centers Consortium
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MASKS - PAPER BAG
GRADE: 1 -6
TIME: Approximately 1 hour each leuson (for 3. lessons
LEVEL: Easy-Intermediatei-Whole Class

MATEill AUL
Paper bags (to fit over head), markers or paint, scissors,

construction paper.

METHOD:
1. Brief di- ussion about masks

What must we include when making a mask?

Paint entire front and back of bag. Divide into sections

with chalk. (Be sure to paint under flap.) Let Daint dry

completely.

Paint on eyes, nose, mouth, hair, ears, etc. Add details-

eyebrows, mustache, eyelashes,.whiskers. Let paint dry.

4. Outline all features.with black paint.

5. Put mask on. Mark eyes with a dot.

.. Cut small holes or slits to see through.

EVALUATION:
Have children wear'the masks. Can they assume character of

the mask? Doe, -hide identification of the real person? What

feelings does the m'sk_evoke?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Work around a theme. (Ex.: zoo, jungle, outer space) Make

masks and write abut the theme.

2. Choose or write a simple play. Make the masks for' the

characters. Dramatize.

3. Act out a song. Wear masks. (Ex.: Old MacDonald's Farm.)

4. Act out an historical scene. Make.masks and have children

write the dialogue. (Ex.: Signing the Declaration of
Independence, an inauguration of a President, Wright

Brothers first flight.)

5. Act out a T.V. cartoon creation. (Ex.: Flintstones.) Make

the masks. Write the dialogue.

6. Make a mask to show a.specific feeling. (Ex. happy, sad,

angry, etc.). Make a chart-"Things That Make Me Happy" (Sad,

Angry).

7. Do masks hide the "real person"? Write an autobiography:

The Real Me.

New York Pity Teacfl r Centers Connor
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ABOUT MASKS
Throughout history, people in almost every society have used
masks esa disguise. Masks prevent other people from making
judgments about the wearer's personality. Most masks not Only hide
the identity of the wearer, but also give WI .magic powers. The -

custom of wearing masks probably begaivwithahimel heeds worn by
people for the purpose of disguise while hunting., However, masks
may have developed' from the practice of marking the face.

Many masks represent the art forms of a society.
require highly developed craft skills.

Masks can generally be divided into four groups:
2. theatrical, 3. burial and death,, and 4. fes
categories sometimes over%lu.

Masks are made from a VE y of materials.

New York City Te
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MASKS - PAPER MACHF
GRACii: 2-6
TIME Approximately 2 hours each period (at least 4 period
LEVEL: Difficult-Small Groups

0 W S SS

MATERIALS:
Large round balloons, newspapers, 'flour and water or wheat
paste, paint; 'egg carton sections,.cone-shaped paper cups,
oaktag; shellac (optional), masking tape, sharp scissors.

METHOD:
1. -Tear newspaper into str PS-

2. Mix paste. Place paste in" basins or buckets.
(Two children to a basin)

/4

Blow up balloons. Do not fully nflate. Place on an open
can or other base.

4. Take one paper strip, dip in paste and place on balloon,
smoothing the strip.

5. Continue until entire balloon is covered with 2 layers of
strips: Let dry completely!

. Tape on extra shapes for facial features ( ke cups, egg

cartons) with masking tape, if desired.

Cover entire mask (including additions) with 2..more layers
of paper mache. Let dry eompleteiy.

Repeat-until desired thickness and detail of features is
achieved (at least six layers). Let dry.

9. Cut off back or bottom of mask (as desired).

10. Cut holes for eyes and mouth.

11. Paint entire mask. Let dry.

12.. Decorate or elaborate on details, using different colors.

13. Shellac entire mask.

NRiCHMENT:
Make a chart about how things chadge. Observe quality of
paper mache` when begun and how .the end product appeared.

New York City Teacher Centers nsortiUM
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MASKS- PAPER pLATIg-
GRADE: K-3
TIME: Approximately 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Paper plates (preferably white),.crayons, :scissors, string
or yarn, feathers, beeps, crepe paper, egg'carton sections,
cotton, styrofoam squiggles, pipe cleaners, oaktag.

METH() 1) :

1. Brief discussion about masks; Why did people wear them?
Define: 'disguise, costume.
When could you wear a mask?
That must we include when Making a mask?. (eyes, nose, mouth)

2 Give each child a, paper plate. Plan where eyes, nose, etc.,
should go by placing. on face and putting a dot. Sketch them ,

wiEh a pencil. Use interesting shapes.

3. When everything is decided, 'outline sketch lines with crayon.

4. Cut out eyes and mouth (nose may be cut out or added on).

5. Add features such as eyebrows, hair, etc., by pasting on yarn,.
styrofoam, feathers or curled paper strips (make by winding
paper around pencil)'.

6.- Add ears made from oaktag or other stiff material.

If masks are to be worn punch holes on either side of plate
and pull through yarn, string, -or' -large rubberbands. Knot

ends or paste a wooden slat stick-vertically bn one side of
plate so mask can be held by stick.

EVALUATION:
Have a parade of_children wearing masks.- Can you guess what

the mask is? Who is behind it?

EN ICHMENT:
1. Read a story. Create masks to represent characters in the

story. Dramatize.
4

2. Make a-mask for your Halloween costume.

3. Use corrugated. paper cut -in the shape of circle er-rectangle.

4. Discuss vocabulary of body parts.

5. Paste a large. letter (sound) on the nose of each mask. Have
the.childrenarrange.themselves to form words. Have children

pick up objects that begin with the letter that their mask

represents.

New York City Teacher Centers Cansoi
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MIXING COLORS
GRADE:
TIME: -1 hour
LEVEL: Easy -.Whole Class

MATERIAL: v

W S

Book: The Color Kittens. Tempera paints,-aluminum Pie
plates, paper.

METHOD:

46

1. Read The'_Color-Kittens, by Margaret Wise Brown (Golden:Press, 971_

Identify colors. Discuss. how colors change,

Pour a color into an aluminum plate. Add .a second color.

What new color appears?

Repeat process with-other colors. Poltow sequence from the
..book.

EVALUATION
Mix small jarsjars.of new colors. Let children paint.

ENRICHMENT:
-1. Make a chart.of mixed colors red white e pink, etc.

2. Make a color wheel.

3. Make a book of colors. Draw objects that. are red And-label
objects; or cut "red" pictures from a magazine and label.

4. Create patterns with colors

5 How do color's change when we add Water?
How' do colors.change when we ,add white

paint? Try mixing 3 colors. Try mixing unequal amounts of

paint.

Set up color mixing experiments. Write experience chart:

What do we want to know?
.Materials: What do we use?
Method: What .do we 4o?
Observation: What_ do we see?
Conclusion: Whet do we learn_?

Write color poems or similes. It is as red as

New York City Teacher centers Consortium
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MOBILES
GRADE: -K-6
TIME: 'AtsproitImately 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy-IntorrdIste

R RR S SS

MATERIALS:
Paper, crayons, scissors, wire hanger, wooden slats or dowels,
string or yarn.

METHOD:
1. Choose a subject (i.e. circus, aquarium, the desert, etc.).

2. On stiff paper draw 5 or 6 pictures to represent the subject.

3. Cut out the pictures. Color on both sides. Make a tiny hole on

top.

4. Pull the.string through the hole and knot. Make each one a

different length.
5. Tie the other end to the hanger or slat.

LE If AIL 1.1 lrI C) 14 :

Mang'the mobiles from the ceiling.
Why do they move?
00 they balance? 'WhY?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Make a ME Mobile. Trace a hand, a foot, add objects that tell

about yourself.
2. flake a family mobile. Draw all the members of your family; pets

included.

3. Make a "My Favorite Things" mobile.

4. Make a "Faces" mobile. Divide the paper into 4 sections. Make

the front, back and two sides of a face in each section. Fold

and hang.
5. Make an icosahedron using 20 equal-sized'circles with equijateral

triangles trac. 1 inside. Fold on lines of the, triangles. Join

five circle.. igether on folds (use bobby pins) until sphere is

complete.
6. Make a mobile about a country. Draw objects representative of

the country (i.e. Mexico: pinata, sombrero, ortilla).

7. Make a season mobile.
8. Make a mobile of a-single object.
9. ake a mobile on a category (fruits, shapes, vehicles, etc.).

10.. ake a mobile using the solar\system.

old a piece of construction paper in thirds. Paste closed.

Wri.ti title and author of a book'on one third, picture on one-bird,

some sentences on one-third.

12. Make a sound mobile.
13. Make a number mobile.
14. What does the word "mobile" mean? What words have "mobile" in

them? List.

New York City Teacher Centers. Con
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MOSAICS
GRADE: 1(13
TIME: Approximately 2' hours
LEVEL: Easy to !Maimed late-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Cardboard lunch trays, cardboard or stiff paper,
different types of beans, pastas, tissue paper
(several colors), eggshells (cracked into small
pieces), stamps, small buttons, construction
paper torn into small pieces, cut pieces of
colored magazine photos, Elmer's gide.

METHOD:
1. Decide on topic of mosaic and type of material, i.e. beans,

tissue paper. Use only one material per mosaic.

2. Set up paper cups on each desk filled with variety

materials to be used.

Sketch a picture. If tray is used for background, paint tray.
Make sure there are large enclosed spaces.

COVer a space with glue. Place small pieces of material
chosen in space. Do not leave any empty spaces. Make sure

all materials touch.

5. Fill in all spaces Make sure to use different beans, colors,
etc., in different Sections that are,adjacent.

EVALUATION:
Display and identify materials used For.mosaic.

ENRICHMENT:'
1. Cover a cigar box with mosaic to use for storage, jewelry-

2. Cut heavy cardboard into a small shape. Sketch a design.
`Cover with mosaic material.. Paste a safety pin on back to

make a decorative.pin..

Give the children, or have them make a paper measuringa
square inch. Estimate how many beans' are in your mosaic:
by finding out how many are in a square inch..

Research famous mosaics around the world. What materiels

Were used? Try to sketch some.

5. Design a mosaic relating to aspecific subject.'

Research an artist that is particularly famous for this

art form.

Cut out cardboard or oaktag letters. Fill them in to make

a mosaic, or form several letters on a piece of drawing

paper, making a mosaic.:

New York City Teacher. Centers Consortium



MURALS
GRADE: K -8
TIME ApproxImately 2 -hours
LEVEL: Difficult-Small 'Groups

fi

viA! RR FA SS

MATERIALS:
Large paper, crayons or paint and paint brushes, masking
tape.

METHOD:
fi

1. Carefully plan the mural. Sketch with encil. Check propor-

tion.

2. Tape several large sheets
a roll.

ofTaper -toget=her or use paper from

3. Tape the entire length of paper on the floor or wall.

4. Work with 5 or 6 children. Have each child drew or paint a
section of the setting or have eac :d select one item to
draw (i.e., all the people, all the he.tit 'dings, etc.) and create
the whole scene

EVALUATION:
Discuss what is happening in the mural. Display possibly in
a Corridor. Write about themural. Makzze up a story.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Paste fabric or wallpaper shapes on the mural (to create

clothing, vehicles, etc.

2. Paste accessories (i.e. feathers, buttomss for wheels, my ar,
etc.) on the mural.

3. Label the objects in Spanish,

4.° Add bal loons and make people talking=

5. Make ashape-city mural. Discuss what
buildings, animals, vehicles), Use on
make all objects.

Greetinweard mural cu agmeting car- d instribs. Give

individual children .a large strip Ofpapier cut to 'same
proportions. Copy and en argethe pictu re on the greeting
card to the-larger strip. Nste all lar ge strips together.
Sections won't match, but will look terr

Hake a neighborhood, city orfareign cote ritry mura
or write a story about it

49

see in a city (peottle,
geometric shapes to

caption it
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MUSIC/ AL INSTRUMENTS
GRADE:. K-3
TIME: Apvwoximately 1 1/2_hour%
'LEVEL: Eamsy-Whole Class-or ur

W RR -S SS

MIAMERIAL
Inner tubing, pebbles or beans, monofilament,

oatrnel boxes (round), cigarette boxes or any

Pop st=icks, pot covers, paper cups,- shoe bbx,

stYrooam blocks, bottle caps, nails wool, b

METHOD:
I Drums

coffee cans or
other small box,
dowels, spool s,

rown- paper bags,.

1. Ue coffee cans with plastic 1 idsor% at .7: ea I boxes. Decorate

painting, or covering sides xi,illiidecer---ated construction

pamper. (Measure can so construction papF----r- will fit exactly.)

Yu may use inner tubing insteaclof box rover. Cut tubing

fnw a circle 11" larger than top of can. Tie down with string

0 r- wire.

I I Rattles

I I I

Inner tub.

Lt se a small box, yogurt container,

2. al.-ecorate container.
3. i 1 1 with pebbles or beans. Ccoer open end w-i th paper bag

tretched across top and tied with strig, or glue bothcups

ogether.
4. You may push a stick (pencil for dowel) tF-=rough the( cups or

ex to make a handle.

can, or 2 paper cups.

Guitar

1. L.3se a shoebox or tissue box.

2. but a circle in the center

3. tretch monofi lament fishing 1 ine across
n side of box and knot. monofilament. P E v..J 1 1 through-holes,

4. IDecorate box.

...-

the top. Punch/holes

cz:3r

but slits on short ends of sivabox-ca-,ver.

tretch different size rubberbands, seatzring them in the

York City Teacher tareConsor. ium
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I V Tanmborine

Use a thick styofoam rectangle or block of woo
Empty conteri ts Inserted In bottle aPtt s-
Hammer a na Y 1 t--,-ough center of bottle caps and nail loosely
to styrofoarn or wood.
Make sure hoe le -I s laile enough -to al I ow bottle caps to move
up and down,
Use as many nal is and as many caps on each nail as des ired.
or

Make holes round edge of aluminum fo . 1 1 pie plates and in center
of . severa 1 inert 1 e caps,
Attach caps to plate with yarn or thr -ead.

V RhYthrn Sticks

1 Pieces of dowel r ng. Use di fferent- th `cknesses in sets of 2.
(Each thi kriess- products different 7 sound.)

Decorate sticks

VI Sand Blocks

-Use two sma l 1 b i cks of wood , ind ivi ua 1 zerea I packs or
cigarette boxes , -

2. Cover one side emi=,f block with s,ndpape .r .;

3- Secure with g 1 Ummi

Gipe a. spool on -opp ite side of bloc ..k- for handle

ENRICIIPAIENT:

"Classify ex string, wind,, -etc,-
Have chi ldren ,ar---.4ccompany a record (ex- Ella Jenkins - "Play
Your Ins t rurnent- ," Folkways 'Records) .

Have children' r---peat a sound- patterro with their instruments.
Discuss how we _hear. How can we mpke = sounds? Are al I sounds
the same? Are I sounds pleasing? Make loud, soft sounds.

5. Make a sound bock. Collect things h __tat make sounds.

Tape record soup rids. Have chi ldren, tr --y .to guess origin of
sounds.

Do research the history of mosioel instruments.

I rar Teacher Centers n



NIMERAL/ALNIAMET PICT
GRADE: K-6
TI,ME:lApprcixima ely 1 hou

LEVEL: Easy7Whole CI

,METHOD:
-1. Make a numeral

'2. BLIT ld a picture around it crmake =the. numeral par

EVALUATION:
Exhibit the pjctureS, and.identify, the numerals.

NRICHMENT:
t.)

Use several numerals to roakeam 1--e complex Picture.
them n the piet:Lire end find the s um.

2. Use letters to make pictures, (car- you ,firid a word?),

Try to make a° face using ttie,numer

an object.

ldenti y

M6ke a- funny- character aject tr- si,hg 1,, letter, of the alphabet.
Narde it to fac i 1 i cite lta-nIng the sound of the '1 et ter.
Arrange in alphabetical order.

ity Teacher Cult oars Coneor



PAINT BLOT PICTURES
GRADE: K-3
TIME: Approximately 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Paper, India ink or watered down black tempera paint .crayons

IVATION:

0 WMS

Show paint blot samples. Have children brainstorm and list what
the blot could possibly be.

METHOD:

Put a drop of paint or ink about 1 inch or more in diameter in
the middle of the child's paper.

2= Fold the paper in half with thy' inked part inside the fold.

3. Press down on the folded paper so that the paint spr-eadsinside
the fold. (It may be necessary to add,additional paint.)

4. Open the paper., Look at the blot. Decide what to make the blot
into. Use crayons to add features or build a picture around the
blot.

Label the pictures on the back.

EVALUATION:
Display blots. Have children try'to guess what the blots are.

ENRICHMENT:.
1. Describe orally or write instructions for making blots'. Perhaps

make an experience chart., -

Ex.: Jose's blot is a ; or Jose made

Maria's blot ts

Discuss line symmetry of designs. Find examples. of s -metri
objects, shapes in nature or in pictures.

3. Use mirrors to change shapes. Rotate mirrors.

4. If the blot,is a. creature, write a story about

Make_a "blot" family.

New York City Teacher Ceri
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PAPER BAG -HOU
GRADE: K-2
TIME 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Cia s

MATE LS:
Iun,.;11 size paper bags with rectangular bottoms, crayons or
magic markers,

POLIETHOE):
1. Observe and discuss features ofvari6us buildings in

neighborhood-bricks, color, floors, -kinds of windows, fire
escapes, Make your house.

2. Hold bag with open end toward child

3. Dolor the bag and draw in deta

4. Open the bag and stand it up.

EVALUATION:

lap

s. Draw door on open end.

closed

Display houses aid have children-tell
where they live. 'Review addresses.

IENRIC:HINUENT:

1. Make a map of neighborhood, drawing blocks on floor and place

houses in proper locations. Add stores and other neVghborhood
buildings.

2. Make a city mural by stapling houses next to each .other on
'large cardboardor.oaktag. Add other city features.

Make a grph of streets we live on Paste all houses on same
street in a row. Which row is longest?

fi

4. Discuss materials used for housing construction: brick, straw,
lice, grass, mud, animal skins. Which are the best materials?

Why? For k=2 read The Three Little Pigs.

5. Study houses*around the world. How does c late

affect housing?

6. Investrgate the solar house."

7. Place large photograph or picture of schookln,center of,

bulletin board.' Write ahildrens' house,,p6Mbers on each house.
Attach string or:yarn to school and hoUse. Put photogarph

A .

of child in a window.

ew York City Teacher/ enters Consortium
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PAPER DOLL CHAIN
GRADE: 1-3,
TIME: Apt oxlmately 1 hour,
LEVEL: Eto,y-Whole Class
M A TE RIALS:

Construction paper, scissors, crayons.

METHOD:
1. Review meaning of symmetry

2. Accordian fold a long narrow piece of construction paper.
(fold forward, fold backward, repeat)

Draw a doll, clown snowman etc. on the _op piece. Make
sure hands and feet reach the ends of the paper.

Cut out the doll. Do not cut entire fold.

do not
cut entire
fold

Ei V AUL lr ()Pi:
Open paper. .How did the chain form? Why are the dolls
exactly the same?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Make hal

paper.
paper?
What other

person on the top sheet of the accordian folded
What happens when you open the

symmetrical shapes can you make to form a chain?

2. How can we make the dolls different even when so much of

them is the same? Color each doll. Dress them differently.

3. Design patterns for each doll on your chain (plaid, checks,

dots, stripes, etc.).

4. Count the dolls on your chain. Write a number on each doll.

5. Compare your chain of dolls with your neighbors. Whose

chains are shorter, shortest, longer, longest? How can you

make more dolls, fewer dolls?/

6. Arrange equal sets. Begin adding and mul iplyin

New York City Teacher Centers ortium
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PEA MARSHMALLOW CONSTRUCTION
GRADE: K-3
TIME: 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATERIAL II:
Small marshmallows, round toothpicks, collection of 3-
dimensional objects: soaked peas, jujubes, cut tootsie
rolls, styrofoam bits, or gumdrops.

M ir V A ir () Pi :

Discuss skeletons. What are shape skeletons?
Discuss sides, corners of a cube.

METHOD:
1. Try to construct a snape "skeleton" using marshmallows

to .connect. toothpicks. Experiment with other connectors.
Ex.: -jujubes, tootsie rolls, styrofoam bits.

2. Experiment with other constructions. .Make a shape
with a given number of marshmallows and toothpicks.

3. Make a shape that stands,- hangs, balances.

EVALUATION:
Display constructions. What do they remind you of?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Study solid shapes. Name them. F,ind some in the

environment. List number of corners, sides,
marshmallows, toothpicks used..

2. How are these constructions like atoms? What are-atoms?

Compare flat and solid shapes.

4. Try making buildings. What do builders use to make
"skeletons" Of buildings?

New York' City -lbw eters nsoilium



PEEP BOX
GRADE: 2 -5
TIME: Approximately 2 hours
LEVEL: Intermediate-Whole Class

M S

MATERIAL:
Shoe box, paint, markers, scissors, cons ruction paper, scrap
materials(yarn, felt, ribbon spools, pieces of aluminum foil),
glue.

METHOD:
1. Choose a subject

2. Cut a small opening in one or both ends box.

3. Design the inside of the box by depicting a scene. Use scrap
materials to make objects in the scene. (i.e. spool - table,

scrap piece of felt-rug; aluminum foil-ice, etc.) Use-construe-
ion paper to build objects. Scene may be indoors or outdoors.

Glue objects in their pl-aces.

Cover box with lid. Cut openings in
several places on the lid to let
in light.

Decorate the outside of the box by painting or covering with

construction paper.

EVALUATION:
Give children time to look at each other's boxes.
Write a story about how-to construct a peep box.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Make a scene from a book you read.

2. Depict an historical scene.

3. Show .a room in yodr house. Plan a room. Think about what furniture
is needed, how much floor space is needed, whose room it will be.

4. Plan a room on graph paper. (Floor plan)
Construct the room as a peep box. Scale to'correct size.

5. Design a set for a T.V. show.

6. Make.-a peep box that tells about yourself. Write an
autobiography.

aw York City Te Consortium
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PHOTOGRAPHS
GRADE: 2-6

Approicimately 1 hour.
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Glass

MATER IA LS:
Photograph of each- child (showing entire figure
paper, sci5sors4 glue, crayons or markers

SS

drawing

METHOD:
Use a polaroid and let children photograph each other (indoors
or outdoors) or have each child bring in a'photograph of
himself.

2.
A

Cut out the individual from the photograph, following outline
person's body.

Paste the cut out body on the drawing paper. Try to imagine a
place you would like to live or a place you would like to visit.

4. Draw an environment around the cut out, photograph.

EVALUATION:
Display around theme :. Where am 1? Have children try to guess
the location of each child.

ENRICHMENT:

Discuss settings in terms of types. (Ex.: indoor, outdoor, real,
imagined, land, sea, air, familiar, foreign, rooms.) Have
children place themselves in various settings.

What are habitats? Where do animals live? (Ex: jungle, ocean,
swamp, meadow) Classify animals according to habitats.

Have children place thpmselves in foreign country. Write a
story about what life would be like there.

4. Imagine life on another planet or life in a city of the future,
Write a story about it.

5. Place the face photos in another historical era. Dress the photos
in clothing of the period.

New York City Teacher Centers ;Consortium
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PHOTOGRAPHY OBJECTS
GRADE: K-6
TIME: Approximately 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

R W

MATERIALS:
'Camera and film or photographs of several objects, paper, pencil,
glue.

MOTIVATION:
Have children try to describe objects in theroom orally.
Have'other children try to guess what is being described.

METHOD:
Use polaroid pictures of objects taken by children on a walking
frip through the neighborhood, or have children bring in photo-
graphs of objectS.

2.. Have each child make a list of adjectives to describe his/her
photo.

Arrange the list so that general characteristics are followed
by more specific ones.

Paste the photo on the page with the list.

5. Make a class book of photoS from each child.

EVALI .1AT () 141:

Display the photos or book. Find fen new words you have learned
to desCribe things.

ENRICHMENT:
1. ,Keep photo covered by flap of paper. Have another student try

to guess the object by reading the adjectives.

2. Make up riddles to describe the objeCts. Have children try to
guess which object.is being described.

New York City Teacher Centers
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PLACEMATS
-GRADE: K-3
TIME:-ApproxImately 1 hour
LEVEL: Eatiy-Wholetlass

MATERIALS:

W R

Construction paper, crayons, markers, leaves, transparent
contact paper, scissors, glue.

METHOD:
1. Choose a subject.

Draw a picture about the subject on construction paper.

Cover both sides of the construction paper with transparent
contact paper.

EVALUATION:
Use placemats for snacks or special Thanksgiving or Inter-
national dinner.

ENRI CHMENT:
1. Study the foods and eating habits of a, specific country, Have

a tasting party.

2. DiscOss good manners at the table. Discuss lunchroom manners.

3. Learn correct way to set a table. Make sure children know.
names of eating utensils.

4.:Discuss food gr ups.. Make a food wheel.

5. Make a book about healthf61 foods. Plan nutritious menus.

6. Have children write their favorite recipes. Put together in

a book.

7. Discuss measurement and terms: teaspoon, tablespoon, cup, pint,
quart, liquid, solid, melt, freeze.

8. Classify foods vegetables, fruits, meat, poultry, dairy foods.
Which are of plant, animal origin?
Make classific Lion charts or books.
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PLASTER PINS
GRADE: 1-3
TIME: 2 hours
LEVEL: -Easy-Whole Class

60

S SS

MATERIAL:
Paint, plaster, water, pin backs, toothpicks, magic markers,
plastic spoons, paste.

METH CH):
1. Introduce plaster powder to children. Discuss its proper-

ties before and after adding water. Follow mixing
directions on package (usually one part water to 2 parts
plaster.) Allow approximately one hour to mix plaster.

Use plastic spoons to spoon out plaster.

3. Allow plaster to harden in spoon.
, I

4. Tap spoon on desk to get plaster out.

5 Decorate rounded part with magic markers or paint. A light
wash of paint with magic marker details is effective. Dis-

cuss designs.

6. Another decorative effect is to cut a design into the
plaster with a toothpick or nail and shellac it.

1
7. Attach a pin back with Elmer's glue.

EVALUATION:
Write an experiencb chart describing the steps in making
plaster pins.

EMIRIC:FIMENIT:
1. Make the pins on an "assembly line" having small groups

responsible for various aspects of the project.. Find
out what an assembly line is, where Is used and why.

Find out what scrimshaw is. Can you make your plaster
pins look like scrimshaw? (Scrimshaw was whalers'
art of 'scratching on teeth and bones of whales and
sharks.)

Collect other white powdery substances (flour, talcum
powder, sugar, salt). How cwi we distinguish among
them safely? List properties of various powdery
substances.

Find other powders, solidS,'liquids - classify materials.
How did we change plaster? How .can we change powders?

New York City Teacher Cewders Consort kirn
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PLASTER PLAQUE PEOPLE
GRADE; 1-4
TIME: Several days
LEVEL: Difficult -Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Plaster of Paris, paper plates, cloth or decorative
paper, paint, Elmer's glue, yarn or feathers, d ;corations
(beads, sequins, pearls, seeds, beans), Scissors.

MOTIVATION:
Show plaster. Discuss properties. What is it used for
,usually? We will use it for an art project.

R 0 IN S

METHOD:
Day 1 1. Following directions on package, mix plaster of Par'

Discuss and describe changing properties of plaster.

2. Drop spoonfuls-of plaster on trays covered with waxed
paper.

3. Let plaster disks dry. ,Remove from trays.

Day 2 4. Paint plaster disks various tones of skin color.

5.- Let dry,

Day_ 3 -6. Paste plaster disk near top of plate (painted Side
This is the head of the person.

7. Decorate head. Add features, hair, etc., using yarn
feathers.

Design clothing using cloth.

EVALUATION:
Display plaques. Describe Plaques orally.- Retell in

sequence how plaqyes. were made.

1. Have.the child name the person. Write a story about
Caption.

2. Experimentrth plaster. List its properties.

3. Dress the per'son in native costume.

4. Make the person a storybook character.
Write a story about it.

5. Write directions to tell how to make the plagues.
6. Discuss bow plaster changed when it was mixed With water.

How do other things change when mixed with water (cereal,
sand, soil, soap powder, paint, etc.)? Make a chart
Label beTore and after adding water,

New York City Teacher Centers Consortium
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POP-Alps
GRADE:
TIME: 7 - 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATEIIALS:
Paper, paste, scissors, crayons.

MOTIVATION:
Discuss things children are scared

PAIETWW: seem more scary if they are not-flat.

1. On drawing paper draw a large colorful creature. Cover
Most of the paper. Discuss patterns, colors, multiple
arms, legs, etc. How can the creature be made to look
unusual?

W S SS

Sometimes objects

Cut out the creature.

Paste the creature on a large piece of construction paper
-to make it pop -up. Use tabs (several pieces of accordion
folded paper), or put paste on several parts of the
creature and bunch up the other:parts so they stand rolled
away from paper.

Ell L LI A 11. 0 1141:
Display and name the scary creatures.

ENRICHMENT:

62

. 1. Make a pop-up of the city, neighborhood, block, farm.

2. Make a pop-up of a scene from history or a scene from a
book.

-
Make- a large-sized mur,a1 pop-up.

4. Write a story or caption the pop-up.

5. Write a story Things are Po ing LIEL.

What things can pop-up? Jack-in-the-b
butterflies, toast, birds.),

6. Make a pop-up book for someone to read.

lew York City ,Teac
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PORTRAITS
GRADE: K-6
TIME: Approximately I hOur
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

W Q S ;

MATERIALS:
Drawing paper, crayons, mirror (optional)

METHOD: 1. What is a portrait? What-details can you name on the
face? .(1.e. eyebrows, lashes.)

2. Draw a picture of yours'elf.

3. Encourage detail. Try to use the entire paper.
EVALUATION:

Frame pictures to resemble picture frames or hand mirrors.
_Review features seen on portraits. Can you guess.who it
is? How does portrait differ from other pictures?

ENRICHMENT: .

1.- Have children copy or write a sentence to identify
portrait. ( .1 am Jane.).

2. Have children-write or tell a simile sentence about
themselves, _( 1 like to .)

Write riddles about portrait. Who am l?
I like to 1 live

4. Write an autobiography.

5. Exchange portraits. Write about your friend.

6. Have children write descriptions of themselves.-
Encourage use of adjectives.' Try to match descrip-

.

tions with portraits. ,

7. Make portraits of famous people.

New York City Tem eters Consortium mmoomffintimiiM
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POSTERS
GRADE: 1 -6.
TIME: Approximatoly 1 hour
LEVEC: Easy -Who!. Class

MATERIALS:
Large sheets- of oahLog or pape =r, paint or
markers, ruler, pencils, scrap material optional), Tire
ing paper.

METHOD:
1. Choose a subject for your poster. -(Safety, brotherhood,

health, etc.)

2 Decide what you would like to say. (Use few words as
possible.)

Plan your poster on drawing paper. Plan lettering and
picture. Make sure words are spelled correctly.

1

4. Rule very light lines on oaktag Where printing. ill be.

Print your slogan.

Add your pictureto the oaktag poster.

6. Paint poster.

7.- Add scrap materials to poster' with glue.

EVALUATION:
DispLay_posters in room. Discuss - the slogan on each.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Create a product. Make a poster to advertise the

product.

2. Make a travel poster for a country being studied.

3. Make a poster to "sell" a book that you have read.

Li. What is an advertisement? Study advertisements.,
What do-they have in common? Why do people advertise?
Classify types of advertisements.

New York City Teacher Centers Consortium
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PRESSED FLOWERS

W S

GRADE: 1-3
TIME: 1:hour-and several days forr pressing
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
FLowers, wheat, grasses, leaves, magazines, heavy books,
clear contact paper, clear film l wide with perforations

'along edges, yarn,
METHOD:

A. Demonstrate how to press flowers, grasses, wheat, etc_
by placing them between magazine pages and by putting
heavy books on top.

2. Allow flowers to flatten for several days. .

Fold contact paper in half and remove backing. ace

flowers on one half.

4. Then-fold over the other half to cover the flowers.
Press down. -Or, place flowers in between clear film and
sew twopieces.of filM together through sprocket holes.

EVALUATION:
Display creations. They may be used as bookmarks or
placemats.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Classify flowers according to types, colors.

2. Identify flower.

. Make a flower book.

4. Study seeds. How do flowers grow?

Make yourown stationary - Place pressed flower on
a piece of plain notepaper; cover with small piece
of contact paper.,Write a letter to a pen-pal or
friend.

New York City Teacher Centers Consortium



PRINVING - BLOCK
GRADE: 3-6
TIME: Approximately 2 hours
LEVEL: Difficult-Small Groui:4

MATERIALS:

S SS

Squares of linoleum tile, cutting tool, paint, brayer

(hand inking roller), newspaper, drawing paper, aluminum

. trays.

METHOD:
1. Draw a picture on paper that is the same size as the

linoleum tile.

Z. Cover desk with newspaper.

3. Using carbon paper, trace the picture onto inoleum

tile.

4. Go over the outline of the picture with a cutting tool,

gouging out the lines-or cut away all the space around

the lines (so the lines remain raised).

5. Prepare blank papers that are to be printed on your desk.

6. Put the cut tile into a tray of thick paint, or brush
the paint on the tile, or roll it on with a brayer. Put

the linoleum tile, cut side down, on the paper and press

firmly.' Make sure you have made contact with the entire

surface of the tile.

7- Repeat process for more prints.

EVALUATION:
MoL,nt prints and display, Review method of printing and

safety rule's with tools.
Choose, best quality prints. Why?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Do research on the history of printing. Why is printing

important to civlization?

A,2. Find out the principles behind the printing machines

in school (rexograph, xerox, mimeograph, etc.'

Discuss calli.graphy,

New York City Teacher Centers Canso iu
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ABOUT PRINTING
Printing is making copies of words or pictures. Printing of the
written word has revolutionized society by extending man's knowledge.

There are three basic ways of printing:

1. Relief printing involves applying ink to a raised surface with a
design. Vegetable, cardboard- and woodcuts are examples. Handcarved
woodcuts were used by the Chinese as far back as 770 AD. They were
used as book illustrations by the Germans during the 15th Century.
Most printing in'the U.S. is done by a kind of relief printing
known as the letterpress technique.

2. Intaglio printing involves inking areas cut out (recessed) of the
-printing surface.- Intaglio printing involves using a press to
force the-ink out of the recessed lines onto -the paper. Etching,
dry point and gravure are examples.

Planographic printing uses flat surfaces to.do printing.

The second most common method of printing is offset printing using
the principle that oil and water don't mi. Same areas are treated
with. greasy ink while others are treated with water.

Objects that can't be put-in a press or display objects can be
printed by serigraphy or silk screen method which involves'placing
a stencil on a stretched silk frame.

from World Book Encyclopedia

New York -City Teacher nte nsortiu
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PRINTING MRP INT
GRADE: K-2
TIME 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Small Groups

0 RR

MATERIALS:,
Fingerpaints, fingerpainting paper, trays.

METHOD:
1. Spread fingerpaint on tray.

2. Make a picture. with fingers on painted tray,

3. Press shiny side of fingerpaint paper on painted tray.

4. Press firmly.

5. Lift off paper to reveal print.

6. Let dry.

7. Several prints can often be gotten from one_pieture,
so repeat steps 3-5 afew times.

8. Then add more water or paint and make a new picture.
EVALUATION

Mount and display your best print.
Compare the prjnts Made from 1 picture. Which is the
best? Why?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Use prints to make wrapping paper.

2. Cut out various parts and paste on colored paper to
make a picture.

3. Discuss feeling of paint on fingers. Describe.

4. Try it with chocolate_pudding.

5.tMake letters or numbers.

New Mirk City -Few r Center Consortium
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PRIFir INIG WITH tai ECTS

GRADE: K-5
TIME: 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Small Groups

RR S

MATERIALS:
Paper, tempeira paint or printing ink, printing materials
(sponge, foam, corks, vegetables, fruits, spools, potatoes,
leaves), plastic knives (optional).

MOTIVATION:
Discuss patterns on fabrics. Hdw are patterns printed?
We will experiment by printing patterns with various
objects.

1. Either coat the printing object with paint brushed on or
dip the object into paint. Experiment to get the proper
paint consistency (not too thin).

2. Press the object onto paper to make .a print.
When using onions, apples or cabbage, Cut them in half.
When using potato, first cut it in half and cut pattern
into it. Children may use plastic knives.

EVALUATION:
Display prints. Which would"be good fabric prints? Why?
Try to guess what objects were used to print various parts.
Discuss the best paint .consistency for a good print.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Experiment using more than one color.

2. Try printing patterns side-by side, overlapping.

3. See how many prints can be-made Without-repainting the
object.

Design a fabric with.the prints% Discuss stripes, plaids,
checks, florals.

Try to make a pictue rather than just a pattern with the
prints.

Mit the sponges or foam into letters or numerals.
Try printing -names, words, etc.

7. Use one object per page. Make a book prints and label
with object used.

New York City Teacher Cone° _gum
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PRINTING ROLL
GRADE: K-3
TIME: I - 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy-Small Group

MATERIALS:
Toilet paper rolls, Elmer's glue, yarn, pipe cleaners,
rick -rack, paper, paint or printing ink.

METHOD:
1. Paste design with string, rick-rack, yarn or pipe

cleaners onto roll. Let dry thoroughly.

2. Roll cl---trider in paint.

3. Then roll cylinder onto paper and print.
VARIATION:

On square of cardboard paste design using above materials
(perhaps add.,mesh or cardboard shapes). Let dry thoroughly.
Dip into paint.or brush on. Press into paper

1E V A IL, 1.1 ir 0
Mount and display prints. Whith are most successful? Why?

ENRIdHMENT:
1. Make a. realistic picture on a cardboard plate. Paste on

styrofoam bits, cardboard shapeS, mesh,- pipe cleaners,
rick-rack, etc. Paint over the cardboard. Press it
down on paper.

Write a story describing the sequence of making a
cardboard plate print.

New York. City Teacher to Conbo
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PRIM TING - STYROFOAM TRAY
GRADE: 1-5
TIME: 2 hours
LEVEL: Intermediate

MATERIALS:

METHOD:

Styrofoam meat tr'ys, paint, or water soluble ink, pencils,
paper, brushes.

1. Remove edges of tray so that the tray is a flat slab.

2. Plan out design on paper which is the same size as tray.

3. Use pencil to make the design or picture on the tray. Do

not press too hard to cut through the tray, but make the
lines deep enough to be seen and felt.

Coat the design with paint. Experiment to get the proper
consistency.

-Turn-the tray over.

Press it down on paper and print. See how many prints can
be gotten from one coat of paint

7.' Use someone else's printing plate.
EVALUATION:

Have each child selett and mount' his-best print. Display
the prints and describe them. Discuss what makes a print
successful,

ENRICHMENT:
1. Caption the prints.

Use the prints to make greeting cards and

Research the history of printing.

4. Print a seasonal design.

5. Have the children make a chart describing the sequen ial
steps in making a stYrofoam- tray print.

New-York City Teacher Centers Consortium
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PUPPETS -BALL OR STYROFOAM
GRADE: 2 -8
TIME: 2 hours
LEVEL:- Inhumed late-Whole Class

7 1

MATERIALS:
Rubber or styrofoam balls, toilet paper rolls or dowels,
wire or pipe cleaners, cloth, magic markers, pins, construc-
tion paper, sequins, beads, buttons, yarn, movable eyes,
Elmer's glue, scissors, needles (optional), thread (optional).

METHOD:
1. Decorate rubber ball or styrofo m ball to make head. Use

yarn cotton, steel wool for hair. Use markers, beads,
beans, buttons, sequins.

Make a hole. on the ball where ne k belongs. Stick in a
pencil or dowel. Ifusing styro oam ball, stick in dowel
or toilet paper roll.

3. Use wire or pipe cleaners to fashion arms.

4. Either sew clothing . (use pattern below} or drape cloth
on puppet.

EVALUATION:
Introduce puppe tc class.

1E Pi Ft 1 C: 1.1141 IE 14 :

1. Dranatize a favorite story or historical event.

Write a dialogue or play for the puppet.

New York City Teacher Centers Consortium



ABOUT PUPPETS.

71 A

The word puppet is derived from the Latin word "pupa' meaning
figure or doll.. PuppetS have been mentioned repeatedly in
world history. Ivory marionette type-puppets as well as human
size string operated. idols were in existence in Egypt. "String
pullers" are mentioned in Greek literature as far back as 30O BC.
A legend dates marionettes back to religious puppet plays.
involving the Virgin Mary (Little Mary) Or marionette. Large
marionettes. from 3-5 feet tall_ in existence in Italy during
the Middle Ages. :Puppets were -popular in England during
Shakespeare's day with puppet shows often performed at country
fairs. The first real Italian puppet theatre dates back to 1640
with Silvio Pidrello's punchinello puppets. The American Indians
used puppets in religious rites endowing them with a "spiritual
gift of life."

There are many different types,of puppets based on the way they
are moved, for example: string, wire, rod, hand, finger and
magnetic.

In-part from Worla7Book Encyclopedia
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PUPPETS - CYLINDER PAPER
GRADE; K-3
TIME: 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

0 W

MATERIALS:

Rectangular strips of paper, crayons or magic markers.

METHOD
1. Wrap the strip around child's fist (allow for overlap

2. Mark center section for face.

3. Lay flat and add features to center section.

Fit p4pet head around fist and tape.

EVALUATION:
Introduce puppets class.

ENRICHMENT:
Introduce
cylinderS

solid shapes. Puppet is a cylinder. Find
in the environment.-

other

2. Make a collection of other solid figures: sphere, cone, pyramid,

3. Try to make puppets out of oth6r solid shapes.-

4. Compare flat and solid shapes -.circle vs. sphere, square vs.- cube,-
triangle vs. cone.

Dramatize a story.-

Share a book.

New York City Teacher ,Centers Consortium



PUPPETS DANCING STICK
GRADE: K -2
TIME: 1 - 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

W

MATERIALS:
Sticks or pencils or cardboard strips, decorations, paper,
yarn, tape, crayons, hole puncher.

h1C)TUVATIC)14:

Discuss how we can make stick puppets move with yarn

METHOD:
1. Cut out a paper or oaktag rectangle and decorate

of drawing paper with rounded top is optional as

. Punch 4 holes as shown.

Pull yarn through hole for arms and legs.

'4. Attach paper arms.and legs.-

5. Tape on stick.

half a piece
op of head).

73

VARIATION:
Make the body as described. Add construe ion paper accordion ,-

.EaL&Ld_for&rmsmmd=legc

EVALUATION:
Have puppets dance to music. Name the puppet and jntrodi!ce to
group.

ENRICHMENT:
Discuss ways of moving. Introduce, verbs. Have puppets ove in
various ways.

Hdve,a discu.ssion:- Happiness is . , Make a ilappineSs book.

3. Dramatize.

4. Share- a book.

New York City. Teacher enter Consortium
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0 W M SS
PUPPETS - FINGER
GRADE: K-2
TIME Lass than 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Paper, tape, crayons or magic markers.

MOTIVATION:
Teach fingerplay " here is thumbkin?"

METHOD:
1. Cut small rectangles which, when rolled into cylinders, will

fit around childrens' fingers.

2. Divide in half and draw features. Decorate.

3. Roll and tape onto finger.

4. lake .a different puppet for each finger.

VARIATIC)N:
Make paper cylinder rings above. Attach parer ircle heads

to cylinders. 9, head

heads

EVALUATION:

paste onto
paper cylinders

which fit on- fingers

cylinder

finger

Recite "Where is ihumbkin3" This time have each finger with a
puppet character on it,

--ENRICFIMENT:
1. Make the puppets members of a family. Introduce family members.

Make thepuppPtc_animaJ5=ina zoo. Introduce habitats.

3. Introduce concept of joining and separating sets by adding and
removing puppets from fingers.

4. Dramatize.

5. Share a book.
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PUPPETS - FOLDED PAPER
GRADE: K -2
TIME: 1 - 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

W

MATERIALS:
Paper rectangles, crayons, construction paper for decorations.

METHOD:
1. Fold rectangular strip into fourths.

Box ,1 is for head. Decorate, color and add ears.

3. Color boxes 2 and 3 a solid color.* This is the inside of the
mouth. A tongue may be pasted on -t)ox 3. Allow 1=2"'not pasted
to rest on box 4.

-Box 4 is the body. Make a pattern 'on it. Legs and/or arms may
be pasted on.

Fold as shown.

6. Use hand to make puppet open and shut mouth.

EVALUATION:
Have puppet introduce

ENRICHMENT
1. Dramatize a story.orong.

2. Share a book.

and speak to oup.

Llimiklmmimillm New York City Teacher Centers Consortio



PUPPETS FOOD
GRADE: K-2
TIME: 1 - 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

ORR W

MATERIALS:
Apples, potatoes, carrots, onions, beets, cucumbers cloth
or handkerchief cut into a circle, -index card, sequins, yarn,
buttons, straight pins, knife (optional: marshmallows,
cloves, push pins, feathers, raisins)

MOTIVATION:
. Display variety of ui s and vegetables as described. Identify.

METHOD:
1. Cut hole in fruits or vegetable base.

2. Insert index card rolled into a cylinder to fit finger or in-
seirt pencil.

MSke clothing using handkerchief or cloth.

4. Attach sequins, cloves, marshmallows, yarn, feathers, raisins,
buttons with pins to form eyes, nose, mouth and hair.

EVALUATION:
Have a food parade puppet party. Make up funny names to rein-
force initial consonants. F. Betty Beet, Peter Potato.

' IE 14 II 1 C li MAE NT:

1. , Classify puppets into categories: fruits, vegetables, colors.
2. Make a food alphabet. Find pictures or

for each letter of alphabet.
3r- -}lave-s-Fruing party. Make fruit salad.

Make a seed collection. Match seeds and fruits.
Plant seeds. Plant parts of vegetables. (ex: carrot top,
onion, etc.).

6. Make a favorite fruit or vegetable graph.
7. MSke a frui t2cir_vesertable scrapbook_
8. rind out-why we need fruits and vegetables. :.

3- MOce applesauce following a simple recipe: Define recite in-
uredients, utensils. Discuss changes the apples undergo.

10. Write a story.- "If foods could talk". 'Dramatize with appro-
priate puppets. .

11. Make a vegetable salad.
.

_

12. Find out how fruits and vegetables grow - on ground, under-
ground, on trees, on vines.

13. Dramatize a story.
14. Share a book. *-

dralq pictures df foods
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PUPPETS E H-Apip
GRADE: 1 -4
TIME: 1 - 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy to IntermadlateWhole Class

.MATERIALS:
Paper or febrit, stapler or needleend thread, edorations
(papeT, buttons, yarn, beads, etc.

WET i()[):

1. Trace a pattern_ (about 2" -larger than your'hand),on pieces of
paper or fabric.

2. Staple or sew the 2 pieces together. Be sure the child's hand

3. Decgrate-the puppet. Either paste or sew on decoration.

EVALUATION: c?Pe'

Introduce puppets to class.

M ENT
1. Dramatize a stgry or book chapter.

2. Make the puppet 'a character from your,fthiorite book, Have.tlie
puppet-ten-'abour-the-bOok.

___puppetsfameusftgurehistory* Tell about thelR lives.

4. Make the puppet a phonics character.

Ni e York City Teacher Centers on fe tiWriri



pumpkins MOOD 'STICK--
GRADE:.1C-2
TIME: 1 2 hours
`LEVEL:EasyrWhole Class,

MATERIALS:

W

Cardboard or paper circles or ovals. (2 per child), flat sticks_
or:cardboard sticks, paste, crayons, yarn, tonstruc ior(paper
for. decorations, scissors

MOTIVATION:
Discuss thlngs that make children feel happy, sad, angry.
Elicit "We feel.djfferentlt at different times". Our puppets

will have faces with different moods.

METHOD:
1. On 1 oval 'oe'circle'make a happy face.

7 sad or mad face; Decorate..
On the other .draw a

.2. Paste,-.the'undecorated sides- of both ovals or circles together
With stick in between,. Yarn hair may be pasted between ovals
or circles and flipped,over on dither face. A bow tie may -be

pasted under face:

EVALUATION:.
Have child introduce his puppet and say hello in the. tone.c4'7:

voice. to indicate the feeling show0.:. Have:other children t6,.
to guess the.-feeling.

ENRICHMENT:
1. -fell or write -why the puppet feels the way does.

Make a,,6feel ings" book. Each child dray* or writes what
makes him.Xeel.a Oven way.

3. Make the puppets self - portraits.

4. Make:the puppets cartoon characters. Dramatrze a comic strip

Write dialogue..

ew York City Teacher C- rltors Consor
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PUPPETS PAPE -BA
GRADE: IC-3
TIME: 1 hour

EVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Taper bags with base folded (small lunch bags are best
construction ,paper, scissors, paste, magic markers.

MOTIVATION:
Discuss animals and where,they live

METHOD:
'Draw the face (human or animal),on the lap of he-bag. The
mouth opening 'is on the bottom fold of the bag. The under-

'.-of the flap is the ins.ide of the mouth.

2. Paste_ on construction paper features. Add-detai
or markers.

EVALUATION:
Have childreq try to guess what animal the puppet is portraying..

ENNLCI 1 MI=NT :

1. Make book characters or historical characters.

2. Practice the sounds-that-the animal name begins w
Duck says "d". Monster Monkey says "mmm".

Act out nursery rhyme.

Have-the children'do.research about the animal puppets an
5 interesting factS'abciut the animal.

5 iMake a metric monkey to teach metric -facts (or addit
gator, subtraction spider, etc.

New York City Teacher Centers Cpneortiorn
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PUPPETS SOPS
GRADE :_,'-
TIME 1 hour
LEVEL: EaWWlittlet CIa
MATERIALS:

Didso'cks, ElMer; glue, buttons, felt:fordetorations,
paper,'rick-rack'wool,.scissors .(opticnal: needles,
Ahread).

METH()
1. Place the ,sock on, hand so that the toe section is. folded

in between thumb (see.diag.) and forefinger to form'mouth
Of puppet-.

2% Add _decorations (hair - yarn or:cotton-or feathers: eyes
and nosefelt, buttons, beans; tongue - construction
paper or felt pasted to bottom of mouth),

EVALUATION:
:Have a funny face puppet contest.

ENRICliMENT:
'1. Dramatize a scene from a story. Ex:- Have children make-

,

wild things from Sendak's-Where the Wild Things Are.,

2. -Have a monist jarade naming- -the creatures.

Write a story about your-puppet.- Either. describe how it
was made or describe,the adventures of_my puppet or tales
of an old sock.

-

.Create "°a pray and dramatize.

ew rk. City Teacher Centerst
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.PUPPETS -- STRING
GRADE: 3-6
TIME: 2 hotars
LEVEL: intermedle -Whole bless

MATERIALS:
Cardboard, oaktag, construct on colored string
or yarn, crayons, dowels or tongue depressors, scissors,
hole .puncher.

MOTIVATION:
Discuss joints that help people move.
joints._ Make jointed puppet.

.11Atirti()[):

1. Draw body on oaktag in

2. -Punch holes as shown.

3. Decorate.

4. Attach loops and strings ,connect body-par
different colors for'armS and legs)

5. Attach' string ends to stick -or doWel.

Identify body

separate pieces-=

EVALUATION:
Have Children trY t6 have their puppets walk,

na

ENRICHMENT:
1. -Dictisa verbs. Maki a verb chart._

2. - Dramatize .your favorite story.

3. Write a_. -play for your puppet.
.

4. Make a marionette using boxes or paper mache.

5 'Go-over body, parts, joints. Make a chart and
body parts.-

New York City Te
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.PUPPETS --- TONGUE DE ORES
GRADE: 1-2

Approximately 1 hour
LEVEL: Eloy-Whole- Class_

RA ATIEMIAILS:
Tongue depressors. pop-sticks, moving ,eyes or bans,
paper, yarn, Ejmer!s megilc markers.

METHOD: .

:DCcorate-tongue depressors as shOwn-cir
and attach to stick.

yarn
1.

,mimm. construction
paper

stick tape
paper tab

EVALUATION: for fingers
introduce puppet.to class.

ENRICHMENT:

tape

Make stick puppets to portray various
water :cycleor. other cyclic events.

Make the - puppets "phonics characters"
consonants. Make up tongue tWisteei.
say.

stages in the

for the initial
or the puppets

3.'Dramatize-.:

Share abook.

k pity Teac rtiUm



Val SNAKING
-3

Apphaximately 2 ours
Eftay-W-hole Class

MATERIALS:.

Magazines, drawing paper,

METHOD:
1. Find an interesting picture.

2. Spread paste over entire pieceof cardboard or

3. -Paste the picture on the.cardboard. 'Press evenly.

4. Let it dry. 4*1

5. Turn over and pith pencil make lines to indicate puzzle piece

6. Cut out puzzle and place parts in an envelope.

Instead of:magazine pictures use the childreng-paintings
or other art work. Be sure all.areas of the 'paper are

covered.

EVAI-UATION:
Exchange puzzles and try to do someone e

RldilMENT:
Make a nuAer:or sound puzzle objects beginnin with m`

Make a scene-from-a story that was read.

Make a body. puzzle, Children use body partS as clues to p

puzzles together. ; -

_4. firm many pieces to the puzzi Es imate, count.

New York City Teacher nters Canso rtium
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QUILTS
GRADE:..2-6
TIME: Approximate,IV--6 tiours
.LEVEL: Intermediate tobItiIcult-WhoIe Cie s.

MATERIALS:
Squares of felt or cotton (about 6" x 6"), felt and fabric
scraps, scissors, needle, thread, ,chalk, paper, stuffing,,

yarn

METHO

6.

Choose a theme.- Our Neighborhood
Visiting a Farm,_etc.

Hay children choose what they wo
their square. 'Make a list (Try

All About (a country.

ld.iike to.-Make for
not to_duplicate ideas.

Give each:child a sqUare piece:of-paper (the
felt .square) . Have .them plan their ideas'.

After the paper square
chi ldren Oaktag. Have
(with scrap paper

size,of the

is worked successfully,. give
them Make patterns for their squares

When paper patterns are successful give child fabric scraps.
Pin pattern to fabric and cut out fabric.

After all fabric-shapes are cut out, give child the 6" felt

square. Pin fabric shapes to felt square.

Sew fabric shapes to felt square using a running s
(small) and staying close to ends of shape,

desired,_ leave-a small opening in a shape and stuff.

Then close the-seam.

9. _After all 'children complete thel squares, sew each.square
.

-with- ra Unning Stitch- to-a large piece '.of fabric _or' sew

Squares to each other. Sew entire quilt to a large
piece of fabrid for the-backing. '

ENRICHMENT:
-1. Quilts may be made around various themes. Ex.: sdhool,

neighborhood, alphabet, nature, toys, U.S., history. They

make an attractive culmination project to a unit.

2. They make the children simplify their thinking to create easy
step symbols to express their thoughts, feelings and ideas-

about a -theme.

New York City Te aci r rater sortium
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1., BOUT QUILTING
Quilting is making a:padded needlework covering of three layers 'of fabric.

A design is mdrked on the top layer. Colorful geometric or floral patterns

may decorate the top of the quilt. Two common methods of design are piecing,

made.of many small pieces of fabric sewn together, or applique, cut out cloth,

designs embroided on thee.

Quilting has been practiced for thousands of'years. Soldiers of Ihe Middle.

Ages wore quilted coats and hoods under their armor. The Mitch and English

colonists brought quilts to America. Quilting-belps (parties) were attended

by women and girls. _Quilting was an art in Colonial homes. Quilt designs

were developed and passed down from generation to generation. Many heirloom

quilts -are on display in museums.

am the World Book Encyclopedia
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RO.CK.- BABIES

T
GRADE: K
TIME: - needs to dry overlght
LEVEL: Int rrn3dlate-Whole Clime

MATERIALS:
Stones of sizes (smooth,roGnded tines are best),
epoxy glbe.(used by teacher), magic markers, yarn, feathers,
beads; pipe cleaners, movable eyes, beans, seeds, _other
decorations, Elmer's gl6e.

METHOD:
1. Have children sort rocks according to a property. Ex: size.-

shape, color, smoothness,, type.-

72. Have children experiment with rock which go ell e her to
make aramals;-creatUres, etc.

-Teacher pastes rdeks with epoxy glue; Allow .rocks- dry
overnight.

4. Decorate. Demonstrate use,pf Elmer's glue. to
decorations.- EmphQsize-simpticity;

Patte-on

EVALUATION:
Display rockbabies-. time children-name them. ,-

.

ENAICHMENT:
-ae children try to make rock.fish, rabbits, ladybugs, etc.
lake a rock zoo or family or aquarium. Write stories.

Classify rocks according to types: igneous, metamorphic,
sedimentary. Describe formatAon of type.

Describe rocks. Introduce Children to adjectives.

4. Start a rock collection. Identify and label.

5. :-Make creatures using seashells.

6. Develop vocabulary by findjng rocks that . fit 2into these
categories: sharp-smooth; .large-sma 1 dark-light; heavy-light.
Introduce concept of opposites.

New York City Teacher Centers nsortiyrn



ROLL. PEOPLE
.GRADE; 1-5
TIME: 2, hours

..LEVEL:Antarmadlata-Whole CIa
MATERIALS:

Toilet paper or paper towel_ rolls, cloth, colored paper
crayons or markers, optional decorations: beans, seeds, yarn..

MOTIVATION:
Display toilet paper rollsm., Try to elicit Whatue can do with
_them.' Toddy we will make roll people. They can be Modeled
after real or'imagina6, people.

-,

METHOD:
1. Divide the roll into abpproximate h1,rds and mark with

pencil.

The top third is the
Add features with ma
used for hair. .

The bottom two-thirdajs the body; Make-clothes for -the
roll by wrapping and fastening paper around the roll,-'
Measure paper rectangles;tp go ,around 'the cylindor.

head. Cover with appropriate paper..
kerS.or use decorations. Yarn may be

4. .lidd other cure arMs,

styrofoam
ball

EVALUATION:
Display roll
hia,characte

Have-each chi d

ENRICHMENT:

ntroduce ati'd name

1. Group the-characters to make a roll 'city.

2. Make-everyth1ng4for the city from rolls.

3 Ma ke- the'-roils into dol -ls from°bround the world.

4. Write e story about the-roll pebble.' .What'afe they Like3

. 'Make a roll castle by cutting siOts andjitting rolls Into
each other; spray paint them. -

6. Make roll robots, storybook-characters.

7. Write, lfI .Were-a Toilet Paper Roll. Describe howyou-
came to be created

ew York City. Teacher Centers-Consortium
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ROLL VIEWER
GRADE:
TIME: 1 \- 2 hours
LEVEL : Easy-Who's- C

MAtERIALS:.
7aper towel rolls, paint or paper to cover roll, adding
machine tape or paper strip with diameter about the 'size

- of roll opening, crayons, pencils, scissors..

MOTIVATION: 7

7Discuss meaning-of viewer. Review sequence of a story-which
the children have read ochtord- List episodes in order.

METHO
1. Cotrer or paint roll_.

2.. Cut slit in roll at I end. Do not cut all the way through,
but make it wide enough. so that a paper strip can be -pulled
through it _ (Teacher may need to cut s it with scissors or

razor blade.

3. Trace on this striP-airclesequAl in size rol I open ing..

a

4. Draw episodei..from story fn 'order (one eptsode- ineAch
5. Insert in slit . Look through other end of rol 1 and pull

strip through slit to ,eee. the sliow. _.

6. New strips may he made for viewers.

EVALUATION
Exchange viewers and strips.

ENRICHMENT:
-1.- illbstrate a story the Children rea e. or wrote;

Z. Cep-t ion the ePisodes..

3 i lusteate a strip for A Day in the Life of

A A Week. irithe Li fe of

_ A Silly Alphabet-..

-
4 _Flake a*book rePort strip. Comic stripcarfoon.-



ROWER' T.
_GRAPE:,1-5
TIMEitApprog*atety
LEVEL: Intertneellate-Vipole Class

R

MATERIAL : ,

Quart milk or J oice\,containers, aading machine tane!creyons
or-magic markers, plaFtic straws or dowels or-penciis,--tape,- .-
construction paper or\paint . _ a

\ 4,.

METHOD:
1. Cut out.a rectangle 2" x 5" on 1 side of mi lk container.

Staple the milk-Container clo'sed.
=

Paint the outside of the milk container or o er with con-

struction.

Use .a pencil to make 4 holes as st wn) in co ainer. Stick ,-
two straws or pencils into h

.

1. 'gDivide adding machine tape into sections each on as the
-open rectangle in the carton.

. Use the first section for title, of "T. V. show.'
Draw pictures and caption each succeeding section

e

6 Attach- strip to straw at left with tape. :rum straand roll
up strip on left'straw. .Attach -other ena straw.

7. Tt.irning straws wi 1 1 ."mover' the

EVALUATION:
-t Dikplay and narrate- Ti-V. show "

ENRICHMENT:

Make a ear'toon show or comic strip.

2. Make a soUnd.T.T. shoui. Put a sound i n- each section and.
draw pictures of things that begin with each-sound..
Make -a travelog, to describe a-country Q r to explain he country
tb-_tourists.

Make a time line T.V. showt-to describe the history of an area
-.-

Describe the - sequence of a story to do a book repor-t.-

Y TO Mum



SANDCASTING
GRADE: 2-5
TIME: Approximately 2 hours
LEVEL; ,Difficult - Small Group

MATERIALS:
Plaster, milk bo

METHOD:

W R

containers, sand, buttons, toothpicks.

1, Place damp sand in box, bucket or opened cut down milk con-

tainer. Pat downsand firmly. (Don't make sand too wet.)

Either drew a picture in sand with toothpick or press

fingers or buttons or rocks or othe. object to be cast into-

sand and remove carefully. Be sure the mold holds. (If it

doesn't hold, sand is too dry.)

Mix plaster (no lumps a parts plaster to 1 part water. Add

plaster to water gradually and stir.)

Pour plaster into box.so that plaster goes-into mold and is

about ,tu 6i-1'1-above sand. -

k

5. Let ,plaster dry thorougfr

6. Tear away milk container. Removes and gently% Wash cast.

7. Plaster cast square remains. (It's delitate. Be careful.)

EVALUATION:
Display. Discuss sequence. Write an experience chart

describing sequence. Include what to do if and when thin s

go wrong. Discuss why some -parts protrude out

ENRICHMENT:

Discuss consistency of sand and plaster at various points of

project.

Mix.other materials with water. Compare consistencies; puddings

pastes, mud.

Display molds. -What can molds be-used far? (Ex.: Bello mold,

candle casting mol,d.),

Brainstorm Use of sandcasts.

New York City Teacher Consortium
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SCRAMBLED HEADS
GRADE: 2-5
TIME: 'I hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

M

MATERIALS:
Drawing paper, crayons, scissors, construction paper, paste
optibnal: mirrors, pictures portraying emotions.

MOTIVATION:
Co over parts of the face. Dricuss'ways of showing various
emotions by changing fa_ii-1 features.

METHOD:

Fold drawing paper into fourths.

2. In-part 1, draw hair, hats.

3.- In part 2, draw eyes, eyebrows.

.4. In part 3; draw-nese.

5. In part ir,-draw mouth.-

, 6. Be sure face covers all 4 sections. Color ace.

7. Cut face apart on lines.

8. Make 4 envelopeS (1 for each part; put all part, l's in envelope

one, all 2's in two, etc.)

EVALUATION;
Have each child select 1 part from each- envelope. Paste parts

on construction paper to form a new scrambled face.
_What emotions, are visible on the various parts?

ENRICHMVNT:
Make scrambled animal faces.

Divide the paper into 6 sections and draw on entire body.
Co over body-parts.' Make animals. or people.

Begin a study of fractions (ex.: show k of a face, 3/4
face, 1/6 of body).

Create scrambled animals
Give-them new names (ex.:
(alligator and lion.).

th body parts of various animals.
ducat (duck and cat), alligion

Begin a.study 'of animals. Discuss features of animal_ body.

u
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SCRAP SCULPTURE
GRADE: 2-5
TIME:- 2 hours
LEVEL: Intermediate-Wholi Class
MATERIALS:

METHOD:

'Paper rolls, spools, egg cartons, scrap wood, tongue depre'ssors,

toothpicks, clay, mesh, cardboard, paper, foil, string, wool',
styrofoam, corks, paper cups, wire, pipe cleaners, straws,
glue, plastic scraps.

The success of this-project depends largely upon the diversity .

of materials available and the motivation to combine them in
an interesting way.

_1. Introduce materials. Which are flexible, not flexible? Which

can you fold, bend?

2. Experiment joining materials.

3. Have children select several terials to make an interesting
design. Encourage experiMen

m
ion. Select a base for the

sculpture.

EVALUATION:
Display sculpture. What does emind.yoU of?
Can we name the sculptures?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Classify objects'according to the materials they are made of

(ex.: wood, plastic, paper, metal, styrofoam).
=-

Make a materials chart. Find other objects made of these
materials:

3. Investigate the properties of the materialS.

4. Can you-make a sculpture only of wood or styrofoam or toothpicks?

S. Visit a museum to see sculptures.

6. Collect scrap objects for sculptures. Classify by material they
are made of.

7. Co research to find but aboLit the life of a sculptor.

New Mirk City Mather ortium
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SEASHELL FISH
GRADE: K-2
TIME: I - 2 hours
LEVEL: 'Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Cardboard or cardboard lunch trays, paint, construction paper,

variety of seashells, Elmer's glue, decorations (pearls, buttons,

beans, pipe cleaners).

MOTIVATION:
DisCuss what is in the sea. List. We will make an undersea
scene using shells to make undersea fish and an

METHOD:
1. Have children select a flat shell which can be pasted onto

cardboard.

2. Paste shell on painted tray or cardboard.

3. Add decorations -to make shell-look-like a fish or undersea

creature.

4. Add paper seaweed, etc.

EVALUATION:
Display and label-Wb-Pk7---

ENRICHMENT:

1. Do research about a "balanced aquarium.'

2. Classify and'identify shells. Where do they come from? What are

they-made of?

3. Make a shell collection.

4. Classify undersea animals into groups.

5. List bodies of water: pond, lake, sea, river, ocean, bay, stream,.

inlet. How are they different? E
.

. Distinguish between fresh and salt water aquariums.

7. Set up a class..aquarium.

8. Make habitat charts. What animals and plants live in a forest,
juhgle, dessert, pond, marsh, etc.

irk City rtiurn



SEA -SON WHEELS
GRADE: lc.2
TIME: 1- - 2 hours
LEVEL -Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:

METHOD:

VP.

Crayons, paper, 'paper fasteners.

W RR II SS

1. Discuss current season and its characteristics. List seasons
and charectpriStics.

2. Have each child trace and cutout two circles
mat least 2" in diameter bigger than the other

make 1 circle.

93

3. Lightly fold bcith circieS into fourths.

4. Write seasons on 3:iter-circle (1 in each fourth

5. Draw pictures depicting one season. in each four h of.tie smaller
circle.

1-

6. Place the smaller circle on top of the larger clrcle,
the center,

I

EVALUATION:
Turn the wheel to'mix up the seasons and picture's; Have children

. -

exchange wheels and try to match the pictures with the seasons,

ENRICHMENT
1. Make up7season riddles'.' t

2 Investigate seasonal changes. Why do we h ve seasons? Why
do leaves change color?

3- Investigate seasons around the world.

4 How does climate affect life in a country? (Clothing, houses.)

5. Associate holidays, seasons and months of the year.

6. Write a story about your favorite season. Why do you like it
. best?

7. Make a favorite season graph.

8. Make a birthday graph. 11. which season were most of us born?
which month were most of us born

9. How do-seasons affect activities? Find or make pictures of
things we do in summer, winter, etc.

New York City Teacher lure
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SHAD, CUT-UPS
GRADE: 1 -2
TIME: 1 hour
LEVEL :Easy-Whcile Class

MATERIAL
Construct ion

MOTIVATION:
Review basil shapes- (circle, square, triangle, rectangle,
diamond, oval,-

METHOD:

0 IN R R

paper, paste, scissors, shape templates-(optional

Draw or

011.
c=,

race a shape on half a piece of Construction Paper.

2. Cut out the shape.
-

3. Enlarge the shape and draw it on contrasting. paper.

4. Cut original shape into 'several parts, Then paste the parts

on the larger shape to reproduce the original shape (see

picture). Leave spaces between pieces.

5. Mount 6-h large construction paper.

EVALUATION:
.Display and name the basic shwas What happened to .the

smaller shapes?

ENRICHMENT:

=

Use irregular shapes. Use more complex. shapes - trapezoid,

octagon, etc.

2 Experiment tearing the -shapes rather than cutting them.

Recite Humpty Dumpty. Mow Wa shape "cutup" like Humpty..
Dumpty?

Make up a poem: 411lie Oval Sat=on a Wall
Timmy Triangle Sat on aWall, etc.

Identify shapes. Classify according-to number ofsid

Find objects and/or pictures of-objects of various shapes.

Nisimr:mtiek ortium
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SHAPE PICTURES
GRADE: K-3
TIME: Approximately 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Constructioo paper shapes
drawing paper.

METHOD:

0 RR II

bus sizes-) pasta crayon

1., Identify various shapes. _Select and identify one shape.

Paste shape on-paper.

.Use crayons-to create a shape,p0 erson, object,

etcby adding details to-the shape.
EVALUATION:.

Display pictures.
each picture.

ENRICHMENT:

animal creature,

Have children identify the basic shape in

1. Use shapeS made from 'other materiels wallpaper,

etc.}1

form a pLcture.

Use only four-sided shapes to create a picture.

Describe or write a story about picture.-

5. Caption'pictures.

6. Make' shape books.- Paste triangle ahaped-objedts in triang
book, circular objects in circle boa, etc.

abric,

Use several_ -Shapes

Compare flat and 3-dimensional objects. Make shape collections.

rk City/. um



SHOFPRINT9
GRADE:
TIME: 71 hour
LEVEL. .Easy -Whole Class

R RR M

MATERIALS:
Charcoal or colored chalk,-Farge white paper, crayons, sneakers

or other shoe witir-design-on sole.
=

NATION

METHOD:

Discuss how each of us isunique. Elicit;,We.all have

different footprints. We will make shoeprints,

Step into dust or charcoal or colored chalk with, sneaker or

other patterned shoe. Then step directly onto large white

paper..

Trace around pattern with derk.trayon-

3.'Color in sections with different colOred'cryons:to make-a.

design.

EVALUATION:
Cut out shoeprints and mount. ,Try to arrange them ize

-order.

-ENRICHMENT:
1. Who has the

sizes.

Trace around your foot Cut out footprint. How can we find

out Whose foot-is largest? ,put footprint on graph paper and

count -boxes. f I ntroduce concept of area.)
=

ges Shoe? Who- has sMalleSt shoe? Thin check

What is the distance around the 'foot? Use string. (Introduce

pei-imeter.)

Introduce the footprint as a non-standard measurement unit.

Estimate how many footprints long the room is. Then measure.

5. Use other non - standard, units (handprints toothpicks 'popsticks,

clips

6. Read How Big is A Foot? by Rolf Myller (Atheneum paperback-1962).
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SKELETONS
GRADE: 1-3
TIME: 1 2 hours
LEVEL:--IntermedIste-Whols Class

MATERIALS:
Paper; toothpicks grid clay, or straws and string, paste

MOTIVATION:
Why does a Chicken need bone? Why do we need a skeleton?

METHOD:

Display chicken bones. Discuss' meaning of skeleton, joints,
Go over -body parts, joints. Make a skeleton.

2.' Giving oral_dlrections 1 segp at a time,-draw the head on
drawing, paper, paste toothpicks of ver'ious sizes in the
proper placeor. skeleton:. leave spaces for joints., ,include
neck;*collarbone,_shoulders elbows, wrists; rbs, waist, hips,
knees; ankles, etc.

Variations - A. Use toothpicks for bones-antic-lay for joints.
Usg=straws and pull string through to add'

. .
movement.

EVALUATION:
.Digplay skeletons as a class project. Label

ENRICHMENT:

arts

Read a skeleton,book. Ex.: The Skeletu Book by
Madeline Livaudais and Robert Dunne,7§gholastic, 1972; Your
Living Bones by Louise McNamara and Ada Litchfield.),

Some animals'have skeletons (vertebrates). Some animals do not
(invertebrates): Find pictures of each and label.. Begin a

book. of animals with backbones-and skeletons. Study how
animals are classified (ex.: amphibians, reptiles, birds,
mammals, etc.)..

Joints help us move. Use lines
Look at skeletons to help.

Find out the scientific names of the bones and label the
skeleton.:

draw stick figures inmotion.

Relate' skeleton tn Halloween,-

6. Discuss "story skeleton" - title, beginning, middle, end.

117
OW
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SLIDING PICTURES
GRADE: K-2
TIME -Approximately 1 hour
LEVEL :' Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Paper, scissors, crayons.

METHOD:

Discuss ways that things move. (Ex.: hop, 'slide, walk, jump.

Draw a background setting (beach, park, zoo,city) on drawing
paper.

Slit

3- Cut a slit in background near the front.
4. Decide what object in your picture will move.

Draw the object on another piece of paper.
Cut it out. Paste i onto a paper tab.

Insert the tab throu h the slit and make the:object
move along the slit.

Make other animals or people move along.

Ii

7. Variation:
EVALUATION:

Display picture and tell who
Caption picture.

Make slit in sky area for obJects _hat can fly.

ENRICHMENT:

going where.

1. Write an adventure story. Tell who is going where, when, why

and how.

2. Introduce verbs of movement. Make a verb °list. How can objects

move?

Write a sentence using the character that is roving. Answer

the question - Who is going where?

El.- Make-a sliding picture for a story you read.

5. Compose who, what, where, when, how, why questions about a
picture:

6. How do animals move? Classify animals that move An land, water,

Make letterjnople; have them-move across-.page from left-t

right. $

liave letters "slide" ether to form Words;

New York City 'reecho Centers Consortium
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SNOWFLAKES
GRADE: K-3
TIME: Approximately 1 hour
LEVEL: Eas -Whole Class

R W M S

MATERIALS:
White paper (thin, if possible), paste, scisors.

METHOD:
1. Read A Snowy -pay by E.J. Keats. Discuss snow. When does it

snow?- Wily is it different from rain? Discuss lacy look of
snowflake under a microscope. Discuss symmetry.

2 Start with a square of white paper. Fold diagonally in half,.
then in quarters, then in eighths, to form triangle.

Cut out spaces all around.the triangle. (A design may be
drawn in pencil first.). DO NOT CUT ENTIRE FOLD.

Open the paper to see the snowflakes.

Optional - Snowflakes may be mounted on construction paper or
hung from a mobile.

EVALUATION:
. Display snowflakes.
Observe the symmetrical shapes. Why did this happen?
No two snowflakes are- ever exactly the same.
What happens when-a snowflake melts?

ENRICHMENT:
1. Make a book of winter things.

2. Make a snowman with small snowflakes.

3. -. Discuss positive and negative riwrts of a design.
(The negative part:is the. part you. cut out).
Make a design with the negative shapes.

4. Write a story about winter.

-5. Make a weathe chart, find pictures to- illustrate.

. Experiment= Place snow in a container on the windowsill. What
happens when the weather gets a little warmer? What other things
can freeze?

7. -
Discuss the properties of water44; ComPare water and snow.

8. Make a daily temperature graph. At what temperature will water
freeze?

9. Discliss fractions. In w manyequal parts is the paper folded?

New York City leaf Consortium
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SOFT SCULPTURE
GRADE: K-3
TIME Approximately 2 hours \
LEVELS Intermediate-While CI

'MATERIALS:
Fabric, needles, yarn or thread, glue, stuffing (old stockings_

1. Work around a theme (transportation, communication, winter,
piantlife, etc.). Give children a pattern to trace or let
them create their own pattern,.

2. Fold-fabric in half. Trace the pattern.

3. Cut out= two pieces. Make sure they are exactly the same.

4. Sew the pieces together using a' running stitch or an over stitch.

Leave about opening.

Stuff the figure. Close the seam.

Add details (buttons, fringes', etc.

Exhibit soft. sculptures by standing on a she hanging.

1. Write a story about: your soft sculpture.

`2. Make the characters from a story.

3. Make a soft cuipture.aquarium. Research what you need for

an aquarium.

4: Make a soft sculpture garden. Research types of. flowers.

Label.

5. Make a toy for a baby and possibly gave ta hospita

6. Make things that fly.

7. Make.a:life--sizesoft sculpture.. Use old clothes. Stuff and

sew closed. Add a head, 'arms, etc.

S.. Pop-art: stuff an old tee-shirt. Sew olosed. Decorate.. Make

soup_ cans, bottles, ide cream cones, etc by cutting shapes

and then stuffing.

What is sculpture? What materials can _be used to make a

sculpture? Compare "soft" vs. "hard" sculpture.

k City titers Consortium
n



STAND-7UP PEOPLE, ANIMALS
GRADE: 1 -3
TIME: 1 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy -Wholq Class

MATERIALS*

METHOD:
A -

B -

Construction paper, scissors, crayons-decorations.

Fold construction pape in half.

Z. Draw body on 1 side
3. Cut it out. Make a slot for the head.

4. From another piece of paper, make a head and decorate it.
Cut it out. Fi!t it into the sicit

101

5. A Slotted tail may also be made.

6. Decorations may be added.
C

Fold die. Saper.

Draw the object, being sure that part of
isn't cut at the fold.

3. Cut around the rest of the object.

4. Decorate.

,5. Stand up.

EVALUATION:
.Display and see if cut -nuts can be arranged into a scene.

the top of object

ENRICHMENT:
1. Create a stand-up-z0o, jungle, pet store. Discuss kinds of

animals. Classify them according to types - wild, tame,
jungle, pet,_zoo.

2. Create a stand-up city or town. Plan elements of a city.

Write a description.

3. :Invent new-ways to-make things balance ("stand up").

4. Discuss need to draW picture outline on only One half
fold. Discuss lines ofsymmefry.

Introduce fractions.

w rk City Te- stilt ium
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TRIP SCULPTURE
GRADE: K-2
TIME: 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy to intermedlat

ANAIrEERIALS:
Construction paper strips cf various lengths and about wide,

paste, scissors.
MOTIVATI ON:

Give each child 3 strips to experiment with ex.: folding,
twisting, making shapes).

hole Class

METHOD:
1. Demonstrate paper strip techniques (ex.:,twisting, intertockjng,-

folding, curling, rolling, etc. ): Discuss ways of joining
strips,

Make a strip sculpture (either mobile or bile). Perhaps make
a large shape and build inside it or-join small shapes.

EVALUATION:
Display and classFTy according to typb,of construction (mobil
or stabile). Do any of the constructions look like any real
objects? (people, amimals)I

ENRICHMENT:
1. Make a "strip" city or coo and label.

2. Make a paper strip alphabet or paper strip numerals.

3. Make basic- shape and fill in with smaller shapes of same type-

Ex:
Review shapes.

Make curved stipes. Compare curved and angula?.shapes:

Experiment to see how many different,constructions can be made
with a given number of strips.

122
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STUFFED PAPER BAG FISH
GRADE: K -2
TIME: I- - 2 hours
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class
MATERIALS:

Paper-bags (various sizes), paint or crayons to color_bags-.
string, construction paper, newspaper c3r stuffing, paste,
(optional: Cheerios or buttons, large Drown or other colored

paper)

METHOD:

Examine a fish (Ret one from pet store or visit aquarium).
Discuss parts, of fish fins, tail, mouth.

Begin making fish by coloring bag (both sides) with crayons
(easier) or paint (harder). Let dry.

3. Fold the bottom of the bag to make a triangle for the fish cad.

Paste down the triangle.

4. Paste construction_ paper fins on the fish.
1

5. Stuff the fish with crushed newspaper.

6. Leave a few inches- unstuffed near lie opening,- Tie a string
around the bog about V.from the:open.end to form the tail..

7. Make eyet using Cheerios, paper or-buttons.

ALUATION:
Arrange agroup of fish together, ,f3 s e on large paper to form
an aquarium mural. m!

ENRIC:111011911r:
1. What is a balanced aquariUm? Why does an aquariuM need p

snails? Add these to aquarium mural.

2. How do fish breathe? Find outikhat gills are. How do they help

fish?

3. What other animals live in the water? List and find piii

4. Classify animals according to where they, live - land,`sed, a r.

5. Do research on an interestinsfish. Tell the class about
_

Give your fish a funny name. .Write a storY ablaut i t (ax

Day In The Life of a,Fish; The Day I. Got Caught

Compare fresh and salt water aquariums.

Set up a class aquarium.

123
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STYLIZED ART
GRADE: 3-6
TIME: 2 hours reiearch
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Sample reproductions (slides or pictures) of various types
(schools) of art, (ex.: pop, op, pointillism, impressionism,,
abstract), paper, crayons, paint

MOTIVATION:
Exhibit samples of 1 type of art. Discuss elements,which are
similar among the samples: subject matter, media, use of line,
shape, color.

METHOD:
Have the children create art in the same vein as the
reproductions studied. Discuss which Media would be most
appropriate-to try to create a given effect..

EVALUATION:
Set up a-mini-museum. art according to style.

ENRICHMENT:

Study the style of a painter rather than an "art school".
Try to re-create his style.

2. Study the life of a famous artist. Introduce him to the a

by writing a report.

3. Classify art work according to style, media, etc.

4. Do an art time line placing artists and styles of art on it.

5.- Become.familiar with various types of arts and crafts:

collage mobiles pottery

sculpture stabiles ceramics

Find illustrations or samples of each.

6. What feelings does the work of art evoke?

batik
tie dye
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DYEING
RADE: 1-5-

TIME: Approximately 2 hours
LEVEL: Difficult-Small Group

MATERIALS:
Cotton fabric (tee shirts, handkerchiefs, old white sheet),
rubber-bands (thick and thin), rubber gloves, metal basin,
dye, line to hang dyed fabric, boiling or very hot sink
water, cool water.

METHOD:
1. Discuss what dyes are and how they are used.

2.---introduce cloth dying.

3. 'Demonstrate various knots. 'Make sure rubber bands are tightly
twisted, Pares that have rubber bands twisted on them will
remain undyed. Use thih and thick bands.-
Gather and place rubber bands
or fold accordion style,
knot fabric, or place bands
on rolled tube strips.
The more rubber bands, the more interesting the design.
The cloth should be all."khotted up."

4. Mix the dye in hot water according to directiods.

5. Plate the cloth in the-dye bath, stir for length of time
specified on package.

Rinse under cold running-water until no more dye comes out. (Use
rubber gloves -.)

Remove bands.

Hang up to dry,

EVALUATION:
.Display resul Ask children to find parts of design where the
bonds-were. :Why are th6Se parts white?

ENRICHMENT:
1 Discuss and experiment with natural dyes from plants,

vegetahles. fruits. (See ".2idDein.--Klandbook,
Brooklyn Botan1c Uardens,
1000 Washington Avenue
BroOklyn, NY 11223

2. Try 2- color- dyeing.

See Tie -Dye! the Great Color Explosion with Rit. Available
from Rit Dyes, Paint Your Wagon Fashion Ideas, 1437 West
Morris Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
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ABOUT TIE DYEING
Through the ages, fabrics and other materials have been beautified by
changing their colors with dyes. Colored fabrics have beenJound in the
Egyptian pyramids-and in the tombs of the Incas. Royal purple dye froM
shell fish was known by 1000 BC. Indigo dyes from plants was known as
far back as 3000 BC.

Dyes may be either natural, mineral or synthetic; Natural dyes come from
plants and animals. Many mineral dyes are more permanent than natural dyes
and they often produce brighter colors., Synthetic dyes are made from coal
tar substances, and they are the most commonly used dyes loday. The first
synthetic dye was accidentally discovered by William H.,Perkin, an English
Chethist- in 1896:- Different synthetic dyes are-used -on different -types of-
materials. Wool or silk (of animal oriin) materials must he dyed dif-
ferently from cotton (of vegetabl_ origni).

Tie dyeing is a way of dyeing fabric to make a pattern on it. Sections
of the fabric are bunched and tied together. Tied parts are left undyed.

From World Book Encyclopedia
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TOTEM POLEC
GRADE: 2-6
TIME: Approxlmatsly 3 - 4 hours
LEVEL: Intermediate-Small Groups

MATERIALS:
Cartons (assorted size paint, scissors, glue, paper, markers.

METHOD:

W SS

Research why totem poles were built. Which indian tribes built

them? 141-iat did they 'represent? =How big-were they? What were.

they made of?

2. Plan a totem pole -om a piece of paper. Decide how many figures

should be used.

3. Paint the number of cartons needed (one carton for each figure).

They may be-different colors: Be sure to paint the bottOms and

all sides,

Draw the face or figure on the bottom of each carton. You may

cut away-part of the carton if desired,

5. Glue the. - cartons to each other,

as desired.
EVALUATION:

Display the totem pofes.

ENRICHMENT--

stacking= them as high

1. Wr e a report-about the totem pole. What did you choose to

ma e it represent?-

2. Pretend you are an- Indian boy. Which*tribe do you belong to?

What fs Our name? Tell where you liVe; what you wear, how
you spend your day, what;you eat, etc.

-
Carve a miniature totem pole from soap=

L. Research other symbols that were important to the Indians.

1

gake a chart representing North Amet"ican Indians, South

American Indians. What lands did they occupy?

Estimate the height of the totem pole. Measure How c o

was your estimate?
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WALL, HANGINGS (FELT)
GRADE: K76
TIME: Approximately 2 hours
LEVEL: Difficult :.Small Groups

W 111 S

MATERIALS:
Felt (several colors), scissors, paste, chalk

METHOD:
1. Choose a subject (the tropics, the neighborhood, communication

2. -Give each child a piece of felt.:

Wi=th,_chalkdraw_simple Ahapes_bn_the_plece_of felt to repre
sent the subject:

4. Cut out the shapes.

Pla6e and then paste all the shapes on a large rectangle of-
felt. Paste them in symmetrical order or make a scene by
placing pieces and ther_vpastinc

6. Attach the hanging to a dowel or ',nch.

. EE VAIL IATION:

Display and have Chi] entry to determine the themes of each
other's hangings.

ENRICHMENT:
1. Read a story. Make the characters out of felt. Make a hanging

2. Make a hanging to represent a fairytale.

tiake a hanging to show the products, of a country being studied;

Make a felt nature hanging. Cut out shapes'found in nature,
(i.e. flowers, trees, clouds).

Choose a category (clothing, vehicles, musical instruments).
Make a hanging.

Make a hanging depicting whit was seen on a class trip.

7. Make a city hanging. Makei'country hanging. Write about what
you can find in the city,- in the country. Make a hanging
depicting "I would like to live

,Make a hanging dePicting_a
.

Make aeumber-or. -hehging.

10. Write a- story to'describe how` the hailgihg was made or to provide
backgt6umd- information aboue.the theme.

127
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WEAVING - PAPER
GRADE: K---3
TIME: Approximately, 1/2 .hour,
LEVEL Intermediate- Whole Cies-

1111 RR

mall Groups

MATERIALS:
She6tt-b-f'dbntructiori-15-aper, in to " strips of construct son --
paper (several colors), gift ribbon, pipe cleaners, yarn, raffia.

PAAEirti CM):

1. D scuss concept of over and under.

2. Fold sheet of construction paper in half.

3. Cut slit from fold to 112" from edge. OPen-paper.

4. Weave paper strips over and under slits forming design.

5. You may paste edges of strips in place.

EVALUATION:
Display projects. Discuss over and under method
Discuss possibilities of changing pattern (only after basic
method is mastered.)

ENRICHMENT:,,

1.Cut- slits n irregular es instead of straight.

Use different materials rn weaving pattern (i.e. rtbbon pipe

cleaners, raffia). Identify materials used.

When using all paper strips cover finished Products with
translucent contact paper and use as placemats. Discuss

.proper eating ,habits, cleanliness, etc.

L. Use finished-product as a wall hanging by punching 2 holes in
the top and pulling yarn or string, through.

5. Count the number of rows going in each, direction. =Try to
estimatesthe number of woven squares. 'Count. Is there an

easy way to find the number? Try adding, multiplying. .

New City Te- ort ium
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ABOUT- WEAVING

Weaving is the-process of making cloth by crossing two sets of threads
over and under each other. One set, calied the warp, stretches lengthwise
on a loom. The weft is drawn- crosswiseover and under the warp.- The weft
is sometimes called the woof, A shuttle is usedAo guide. the weft-threads.'
It is not known when the process of weavingcloth-was developed, but by

'2500 BC, several civilizations had already been weaving textiles.

WeaOrig was mastered in mani parts of the world. The Chinese wove brocade
with silk threads. American Indians used cotton threads-, skilled weavers
in France preduced tapestries. .

Today., weaving is done on high speed looms for industrial use and by hand
on several types of looMS as-a craft

From the World Book Encyclopedia

12J
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WEAVING - TYPES OF L001111
GRADE: 1-6
TIME Approximately 1.hour
LEVEL: Intermediate-Whole Class

MATERIALS:

METHOD:

Paper plate or aluMinum foil pie plate,'wool, thread or string,
heay cardboard Irectangularor square about 6-8" long and-
*5=6"wide) heavy.bobby.pin (optional), shoe box.

I 1. Make slits atboth ends of a piece of heavy cardboard.

2. Wind thread or yarn around the front and back, slipping it into
each notch.

Use several color yarns to weave a design. (Bobby pin may be
used to pull yarn_over and under threads

1. To remove, cut one end of string and tie adjacent ends together.

AFAETHOD:'

II 1. Cut slits around the rim of.a paper plate.

Wind thread or-yarn around the plate- (making diameters that
cross in the middle).

Weave'a design, starting at
the end.

4. Remove from loom,

METHOD:

e center and working towards

tut slits at either end of a cardboard box. (Make sure slits
are equidistant).

Wind-thread around the box catching it In the slits.

Weave a design,- (Allow space at either side for remove
4. Remove from loom as in Method I

EVALUATION;
Display inishe_ products.

ENRICHMENT
1. Find safflples of woven materials.
2, Find out how materials are woven in industry.
3. Make a Collection of materials that -can-be used to weave.

Label. -(wee card MO for addlti nal enrichmen

NeviAibrk-_City-Te r



WEAVING - YARN
GRADE: 1-6
TIME : Approximately 2 hours
LEVEL: Intermadlata-Whole Class or Small Group

MATERIALS:
Loom, yarn (several colors), bobby-Oin.(oOticinal)

ET44 I):
1. Discuss new vocabulary (craft, weave loom, warp, weft, shuttle,

fringe.)

. Choose the shape loom you would like.

Choose color yarh to work with. Decide on regular or irregular
pattern. (You can plan pattern on a piece of paper).

4. Weave a design.

5. Remove.from loom. Add finishing touches.
EVALUATION:

Display projects. Discuss what happens to the design when
the warp is close together, farther apart. *low *#es the shape
of, the loom change the finished product? What practical items
can be made from pieces that are on display? (scarf, purse.
hanging, shawl, hat, belt, etc.)

ENRICHMENT:

-1. Research report on where yarn comes from, how yarn is- spun.
Why was-spinning and weaving important to the Indians and to
Colonial America?

2. Research some Indian
to illustrate. Make

weaving designs. DO a weaving-prOject
a book of Indian deigns.

How does yarn become different colors? Research- natural dyes.
Dye some yarn with your claSs, using plants and vegetables to
make the dye. (see bibliography)

4. Make a chart of clothing you can weave.

5. Make a book of weaving terms. Illustrate with diagrams-.

6. Trace _the story of a piece of silk, wool, or cotton cloth.
Make a picture and label to show the steps.

1
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WINTER PICTURES. CHALK,
CRAYON RESIST

GRADS K-3
TIME: 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy-Whole Class

MATE141ALAS:___.
White chalk, dark colored paper, crayons, watered down white
tempera paint.

1 1 1

W RR S SS

MOTIVATION:

METHOD:

Read A Snowy Day, by E.J. Keats, or do project on a snowy day.
Discuss how things look on a snowy day (trees, houses, people,
etc).

A. Using Chalk, portray a snowy day in your neighborhood. How many
different textures can be made using the chalk-on its end, side,
etc.?

B. Make a city or neighborhood picture with crayon on-dark paper.
Apply a light wash of white paint o' 'r the picture. The crayon

parts will come through. Everything else will be tinted white.

EVALUATION:
Display pictures and caption. Describe what your block looks like:

ENFIIC MENT:
Discuss snow. How does it look, Peel, taste? Why does it 'snow?

Compare snow and rain. Discuss seasons and weather.

Have a sno4 melting contest,. How long does it take for a cup of
snow to melt? Timejt.

Discuss seasons,taruund the world. Do all parts of the world
have winter at the same_time? Why not?

4. Write a letter to someone who has never seen snow. Describe

snow in words.

5- took at snowflakes under a magnifying glass. Describe.

1

6. How do animals adapt to-and prepare for winter? Discuss hiberrie7

tion.

Do. a mural of your b during each season. Compare.

Adopt a tree. Take,photos each month or draw. How does the
tree change during the year?

3
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WIRE SCULPTURE
GRADE: 2-5
TIME: 1 hour
LEVEL: Intermedlat

MATERIALS:
Wire (available from phone company), cutting pliers, pipe
cleaners, objects for decoration (buttons, screening,: feathers,_
beads, string), wood, clay or cardboard for base, scissors.

Whole Class

WROS

METHOD:
1. Give each child a pipe cleaner or piece of wire. What can they

make with -it ?= Try to make-a circle, triangle or square.

2. Discuss the properties of wire.

Have children try to create an interesting design or picture-
with wire. Some may prefer to make a flat "picture." -Others may
prefer to make an object that stands in clay.

Children may wish to tie on decorations.

Older children may make people or animals in motion. Discuss body

parts, joints. Do stick figures first.

EVALUATION:
Discuss-sculptures. Are they objects or abstractions?

ENRICHMENT:
r.

1._- skeletons-,- muscles bones, joints and motions

2. IntrodUce verbs after doing motion sculpture. -'4i

3-
;

Make letters with -pipe cleaners or wire. Combine to make words.
Trace ove

\'''

r sounds with fingers; Draw a picture to illustrate
Ire word.



WORD PICTURES
GRADE: 2-5
TIME: 1 hour
LEVEL: Easy Whole -Claus

MATERIALS:,
Drawing paper, crayohs

MOTIVATION:

METHOD:

W R

113

Compose a list of words that can be illustrated either to
demonstrate the meaning of the word or whose letters can be
used to draw the word.

1. Co over list and demonstrate {_see below
2.- Challenge Children to make up their own= words.

EVALUATION:

Make an alphabetical display of wordpictures.

ENRICHMENT: FERVOLI
5...,.

HT Al(6
Y

Classify - words as to parts of -speech: adjectives, nounsi Verbs-,

etc.

4.14 o Fa-

Varration u Use to reinforce spelling of a word. :DraW
Write word to illustrate'picture.



WORD RESIST3
GRADE: .1-3
TIME: -1 hour

114
7<rt4':--."--.

LEVELt Easy-Small Groups or Indleldually

W R RR

MATERIALS:
Paper, watered down tempera paint, contact paper alphabets
(cut letters of alphabet several sets; leave backing on)

METHOD:
1- DiScuss what words-are made of. Elicit:. Words are made of

sounds. Think of a word (noun) that you can make a picture
bf. Ex.: people (man)`, places (perk) :animals (cat),
-things (spoon).

Remove backing, from letters needed to spell yo
the letters on drawing:paper to forte the word.

r word. Stick

Paint over the whole paper (withewateredAoWn tempera) including
letters.

4.. (Let dry:

5.',3-Remove the letters.

6. The word is left uhpainted.

7. Draw around the'word to make a picture:of what the word says.

8. 'Variations: draw the picture under the word or -cut out a
picture from a magazine to illustrate thi word.

EVALUATION:
'GRADE 1:

1,1 Make a word card to match, each picture. Display pictures. Have
Alchildren match cards to pictures and read. See if children can

Ft
read word cards.

GRADE S 2-3z

Cqspley pictures. Have children arrange hei pictures in
alphabetical order.

ENRICHMENT:
1 Do the activity using just a letter rather than a-word. Find or

.drapictures,of things beginning with that sound.

2. Classify the pictures into categories: people, places, animals,
thingfoods, etc. Introduce the term nouns. List nouns in
proper categories.

Write a 'sentence for each word,

New rk C .Te r
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YARN OR STRIN DRAWINGS
GRADE: K-2
TIME: 1 - 2 hours
LEVEL:Easy-Whole Class

MATERIALS:
Yarn, Elmer's glue, paper, scissors.

METHOD:-

R RR Ikt

1. Make a squiggle pattern or outline a picture with Elmer's glue.

2. Press string or yarn into glue pattern or outline.

3. Fill-in the picture with yarn by placing strips of yarn adjacent
to each other.

4. Variation: Cover the entire paper with yarn design.

EVALUATION:
Display pictures and,caption. Ex.: Jose made a

ENRICHMENT:

1. Go over basic shapes. Have children make shapes, with yarn. When
dry have children close eyes and help them trace shapes with fingers,
and try to identify shapes. Verbalize how shapes are being made
up, down, across.

2. Make-letters with yarn. Find pictures of objects that begin
with that letter. Paste under yarn letter.

3. Have child write his/her namieWith yarn. Display.
children can recognize name.

Color re6pgnition: fine -ti E shapes or sounds made in the same
color and deup them together.

Make yarn numerals. Trace with fingers. Paste given number of

objects on appropriate numeral card.

See whether

w York City Teacher meter Conso rtiurin
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